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Computer science applications are generally used to solve many problems in our day to
day life, as well as find solutions to problems that impact society as a whole. One problem
that some applications face is their overall lack of speed and efficiency. Parallel programming
is used to help make processes more efficient, by splitting tasks efficiently among multiple
processes. This paper specifically focuses on distributed programming, which is a type of
parallel programming that involves multiple different computers and often makes use of
a server-client architecture. The actor model of programming is the main focus, and we
analyze multiple different cases and determine how it performs with both few machines as
well as with scalability. We focus on analyzing multiple different constraints as well called
consistency levels and analyze the overall cost of consistency for actor based applications.
Consistency levels correspond to the ways in which users receive information and how that
ordering would be controlled. The eventual goal is to come up with a user based system
where latencies for consistency levels can be analyzed, and an overall model on how useful
the different layers are for specific server client architectures would be developed.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 DISTRIBUTED PROGRAMMING OVERVIEW
Since computers became prevalent, efficiency of applications has been crucial to implement
faster processes. Splitting tasks among machines is also necessary in order to reflect on real
life scenarios where the work would be split across multiple different users, each of whom are
on different machines. Even with one user, sometimes splitting across machines is helpful
because resources on a single machine are often limited. Parallel programming [1] is used
to split up tasks among multiple different processes or threads. C has two developed ways
of such programming, and they are thread based and process based parallel programming.
In thread based programming, each thread handles a particular part of a task or part of the
data that is shared among all threads. The data segments which threads share are often
controlled with locks, as this helps prevent threads from accessing data when they should
not. Threads are often used for smaller tasks in nature and generally consume significant
amount of resources. However, they do help speed up processes considerably when not too
much waiting is involved to perform a certain operation.
Another parallel programming paradigm is process based programming. The difference
between a process and a thread is that processes generally do not share memory, while
threads do. Processes are also used for larger scale tasks and could consist of multiple
individual threads. The general use of processes includes having multiple different tasks
work with the same large data. C generally works with pipes, and pipes move data through
various different task segments. This works for both single and multiple nodes. One popular
example of this is map-reduce [2]. This algorithm has three steps, and they are map, shuffle,
and reduce. In map, a specific function is used on local data and then produces output into
temporary storage. Output keys are used from this and then passed to the next stage. The
next stage has different worker nodes which use output keys and then reallocate data, and
each key belongs to a single worker node. The next and final stage, reduce, makes various
worker nodes in parallel work with different groups of output data corresponding to every
key.
Distributed programming [3] involves an entire system, which is a network of computers
that communicate with each other using messages to accomplish various different tasks.
Here, processes are split across multiple machines where each user can also be split across
multiple machines, and that is sometimes necessary when involving applications with multi-
ple users due to resource constraints on a single machine. When splitting work across mul-
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tiple machines, additional overhead could be added from communication that is involved.
Virtual memory (shared memory) is often used for these types of programs. Distributed
programming is often done in a network over a cluster of machines. One key point to note
is that parallel programming is always done on a single machine, but distributed program-
ming is always done over multiple machines and involves resource allocation across machines.
Distributed applications however are parallel in nature.
1.2 EXAMPLES OF DISTRIBUTED PROGRAMMING
One category of examples that could make good use of distributed programming is aggre-
gation [4]. The concept of aggregation involves collecting multiple data and taking some form
of total with that data. Total could imply multiple summation operations including total
sum and multiplicative sum. Aggregation often involves numerous data types and includes
countless data points. All of these contain crucial information that could be propagated to
one source. All of this data could be from multiple different fields such as weather data.
Doing this in a sequential manner could be extremely cumbersome, as going through that
many data points would be very tedious and could take a long time. Managing information
for each of these points is also very tedious. In cases like this, a distributed system would
help where individual users (split across multiple machines) maintain their own information
about the state for a particular data element, and then change state based on changes to
that data. This information would get repeatedly updated and held at one data source.
Simple parallelism would not be very effective here, as using threads would consume too
many resources and data is often too large to use that many threads. It would also make
more sense for this to be distributed, since there would be many users inputting their own
data from multiple different locations. Examples of this would include collecting tempera-
ture data from multiple different points in a city where sensors placed in the current location
would indicate the temperature. A central source which then takes all of these points would
then average out the temperature across all the data. Similarly, numerous such aggrega-
tions where points of information scattered about can be performed, which would then be
collected in one source.
Another example where distributed programming is useful is with server-client architec-
tures [5]. With such processes, it is generally beneficial to have two or more machines
that work in tandem. One machine would handle the server, and there would be different
machines for the clients. The server client distributed framework is useful, as a lot of appli-
cations require the use of both a server and a client. One example includes online games [6],
where multiple different users (clients) take part in the multi-player game, and there exists
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Figure 1.1: Basic server client architecture example.
one server. Another example is a chatroom, where multiple users send messages there, as
well as exit or enter the chatroom. That is actually one of the examples that will be used as a
case study for this paper. Other examples include multiple users trying to complete an indi-
vidual task, which will also be looked at in this work. One example of such an architecture is
presented in figure 1.1. This example presents one server in the center which communicates
to all components. The server takes information from each the internet database, printer,
and scanner. It also handles requests from clients, and then sends back responses. This
server would keep track of various different states. The client would track its own unique
information as well. In this case too the actor model is useful. Having multiple threads
handle the necessary information is important, and in this case, numerous machines, both
virtual and physical, would be used to handle multiple different clients. It is imperative
that the threads/processes are fast, and do not consume as many resources. Similar to the
examples presented here, many real world scenarios involve the use of this architecture, as
communication among devices happens everywhere with one source as the center. Other ex-
amples include a system of self driving cars where the cars need to communicate important
information to each other.
Lastly, distributed applications can be used with high compute power machines [7] in order
to speed up crucial processes. One example of this is problem solving where the number
of computations are extremely high and impossible to solve with one machine alone. In
chess for example, there are many possible combinations of moves involved, and in order
to make computations effectively, it would help to split the work across multiple machines
[8]. Even with the most powerful machines, distributing work would make the work more
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efficient and help increase the strength. This could be said for multiple other game engines
as well (although chess is one of the most complex). Problems that involve neural networks
[9] are often expensive too and could involve the use of multiple machines to speed things
up. Similarly, there are multiple processes overall that are too expensive for a single machine
to compute and would benefit from the power advantages of high power machines involved
in a cluster.
1.3 ACTOR MODEL OF PROGRAMMING
Multiple different types of distributed programming are there, and in this paper, we will
focus on the actor model specifically. The actor model [10] [11] hosts a variety of benefits
that make it really useful, and it works by having individual units called actors sporadically
send messages which will then get processed by other actors. Those actors will then respond
by either sending another message or handling a specific operation of some sort. These
messages could work in multiple ways, and they include messaging a new set of actors in
order to provide an update, changing the behavior of an actor or set of actors, or creating a
set number of new actors. Each actor has a mailbox, and this permits random/asynchronous
message passing. The only types of data that can be sent are immutable data and addresses,
and this is because actors are not allowed to share data. The actor model of programming
in general does not make use of shared states. In general, when the state is still mutable,
actors then control and can alter them. Figure 1.2, present in the work [10] [11] presents a
basic explanation of how the overall process works. This is one way that the overall actor
system could be modelled. Here, a queue is used to handle asynchronous message passing,
and this involves creating tasks and actors too. One function is create, which is used to
create an actor given a description and set of parameters. Send is used to relay a message to
another actor, and lastly, become is used to make an actor replace its behavior with another
behavior.
Various different actor languages exist. Three of them that will specifically be used for
this project include Salsa, Scala, and Akka [12]. While Scala does use the actor model, Scala
is mainly used for the back end in general with Akka handling the actor related aspects.
Salsa [13] is another model which can handle both the back end, as well as the parallel tasks
themselves. Once Salsa code is written, the compilation process involves converting it to
java code, which is then run to execute all of the parallel processes. They each have their
own benefits and disadvantages, where Scala/Akka can be trickier to work with, but can
be more efficient. Salsa is easier to program with however since both the back-end and the
actor related aspects are handled together. Other examples of actor based languages include
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Figure 1.2: One way to model actors.
E, Erlang, Reia, and Chapel [14] [15] [16].
The actor model has various benefits, and some of them include that they are very
lightweight, and do not require much overhead to be created/removed. Lightweight here
in comparison to other models, for example threads, means that they consume a lot less
resources overall than threads. This would be important and in conjunction with the second
benefit, can be used to create large numbers of processes in parallel. That part is important,
as numerous daily applications require improved speeds and need multiple processes to run
at the same time. This makes the actor model an overall very reliable source of distributed
programming which can save lot of time. In the examples presented before, the devices
require good communication involved, as well as good speed and efficiency. The actor model
can help satisfy these requirements, and works well with multiple different platforms. Many
of the devices are also mobile, include multiple mobile devices communicating with each
other. Ways of transitioning between actor based distributed programming and the front
end which handles the actual mobile aspects is important. One example is the usage of
Kotlin with Salsa. These two languages work well together with Kotlin serving as the front
end, and Salsa on the back end. Having this easy connection is important in order to make
actor languages portable across multiple different devices and applications.
1.4 STRUCTURE AND TESTING OF ACTOR PROGRAMMING BASED
APPLICATIONS
The overall structure of actor based applications is relatively similar to standard projects
that are not distributed in nature. Some various driver programs exist, as well as test
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programs to make sure the functionality of the different components is correct. The overall
application is divided into multiple classes, where the different classes could be interpreted as
java objects. However, some of these classes are actor based and are used as actor instances
to send messages. These messages are often used as messages for another actor to perform,
or simply for a class to execute a specific function. Lot of these messages occur in random
order and operations within them could happen in parallel as well. Receivers of messages
in general need to make sure that they properly respond to the message that was sent, and
that they receive the message in the order that they wish. Lots of these are structured as
functions in different classes, but the classes would specify if they are an actor instance or
not. There are various base classes as well which will not be actor instances and simply
implement necessary functions.
There are multiple ways to test an actor based application. The application could be
either run on a single machine or be distributed, and the testing in each of these cases
would be different. On a single machine, there would be one terminal used with a shell
script that runs all of the necessary commands (or multiple terminals where each one runs
a different command). The driver programs could be configured as such to either manually
create actors from inside or have them specified by creating class instances from outside.
The first case is more convenient for large scale tests where manually creating too many
actors is very expensive. A lot of stuff would also be specified to driver programs while
testing, and examples of this include the number of users and number of messages involved.
Testing with multiple machines is a little trickier. Work would need to be split, so that
the server is on one machine with some clients, and then the rest of the clients need to be
evenly distributed across other machines. One issue in this area, presented in [17], is load
balancing in actor languages such as Thal. Lastly, the driver program would exist on the
final machine. In addition to this even split, it is imperative to make sure that the machines
properly communicate with each other, and this connection can add extra overhead. In
general, the output from the individual actors would be outputted to their respective output
files, and this can be done with a simple concatenation operator in the run command. When
generating actors from within the program, it is a little trickier as then specific output would
need to be written from within the actor programs rather than externally. The output would
then be parsed by an external program to analyze it (generally a python script).
Creating and testing actor based programs is a two way process. The first step involves
creating the needed programs and then testing with a small number of inputs. This is used
to make sure that the program and its various aspects work properly, as testing with a lot
of inputs at first is both challenging and very hard to debug. Once the application is known
to work, the next step involves scaling the numbers much higher to then observe patterns
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and see how behavior changes. This testing also ensures that the application is scalable,
therefore making it useful for real life scenarios. This whole process would ensure the actor
based application as complete. Some other ways of testing also present such as format testing
[18], and further examples are illustrated in [19].
1.5 SCALABILITY AND LATENCY
Scalability [20] is a crucial problem within computer science. In general, numerous appli-
cations are tested both large scale and within a local scale. Scalability is defined as running
experiments on a large scale that involve multiple different users and operations. Scalability
tests for both efficiency and speed when scaling the application to a large number of ma-
chines, and this is important especially with distributed applications. Another good reason
for including scalability in the application is to perform analysis, as looking at results on
a larger scale can help observe trends, and see how different operations lead to different
changes in behavior. There are lots of factors of an application, and testing it with only a
few actors will not lead to any solid conclusions. Another aspect is to also know then will
the application take too long to complete, so that it can be deployed in a feasible way. For
example, some applications will not work will with too many users and too many messages.
In this case, it would help to have a good threshold to create proper scenarios in which the
application can be used. As seen, there are multiple ways scalability can be used to ensure
the limits of an application as well as form conclusions about experiments.
Latency [21] is another widely used concept in distributed programming. Latency is
important as it is the main source of testing how fast an application is. It is defined as
the time it takes for a certain process to complete, and this often has multiple different
definitions given the context of an application. With distributed applications in general,
latency often refers to the time it takes for a change to get broadcasted (with some changes
per application definition). When testing for application correctness, latency does not have
as significant of a role, and is used in general to understand how different parts of an
application work in response to each other. When scalability comes into play, it is used for
drawing important conclusions as well as how feasible the application would be in the real
world. Scalability graphs often go hand to hand with latency as that combination helps
draw significant conclusions. They will be used a lot in the analysis section of this paper,
and one graph is presented here just for demo purposes. In figure 1.3, the number of parallel
connections is the value being scaled up, and there are four different lines, each for a specified
number of cores. As can be seen, they have overall different structures, as the latencies vary
with scalability. Similarly, the graphs used in this paper would be structured like this, with
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Figure 1.3: Simple Latency-Scalability Example.
the number of users or messages on the x axis, and the overall latency listed on the y axis,
and each different line would represent one consistency level, talked more about in future
paragraphs/sections.
1.6 DEFINITION OF CONSISTENCY LEVELS
Constraints represent various conditions that are passed into the implementation, and
based on these constraints, latencies would vary. Many programs now in general are reac-
tive, meaning that some events are triggered as a response to others. In such programs,
dependencies (constraints) are generally established, so update logic does not need to be
coded. In general, many reactive applications are distributed, such as the examples pre-
sented in the previous sections. Figure 1.4 presents an example of reactive programming
with constraints, where the focus here is more on constraint propagation. Nonetheless, this
reflects on reactive programming as a whole, where constraints are constantly added and
then decision making is performed. The actor model especially is reactive, since messages
trigger other messages and various conditions are often placed in the program itself. One
type of constraints comprise of consistency levels, which describe how nodes would react to
receiving messages and the order they should see them. There are six key consistency levels
[22]. Each of these levels impose a certain restriction on how users on the receiving end
receive messages (since the ordering is random). In general, it is assumed that an update to
one node is propagated to all other nodes, and various consistency requirements for each of
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Figure 1.4: Simple Constraint Example.
these propagations can be met.
The first two levels are no consistency [22] and FIFO (first in first out) consistency [22]. No
consistency implies that the receiving side can receive messages in any order (this is basically
the program without any inherent consistencies). There would be no special implementation
need to be done for this. The definition of FIFO is that given a node b that depends on a
node a, if two updates x and y were made to a, and x happened before y , the effects of y
on node b must be observed after those of x . This means that updates on the receiving end
must be received on the same order as the order in which they were sent for each specific
user. FIFO can be implemented in one of two ways - a queue could be used on the receiving
end in order to make sure that everything is processed in order (if a specific ordering is
needed, for example numerical order), or the @ sign could be used within (if programmed
in SALSA) and the packets are sent using TCP. They would be sent across messages that a
single user sends.
The next two layers are causal consistency [22] and single source glitch freedom [22], and
both include all prior layers. The formal definition of causal consistency is that given two
updates x and y such that x causes y , the user of the application would observe the effects
of x first. For causality, any definitions within the program that require such an ordering
must be maintained. This often happens when different types of messages exist, and one
needs to be viewed before the other since one message would intrinsically cause another
message. When messages here arrive out of order, a queue would again be used to enforce
this ordering and stalling would take place until the correct messages have all arrived. The
fourth layer is single source glitch freedom. The definition here is that given two nodes a and
b, where b is dependent on a, if an update x is made to a, all of the effects of x on b should
be observed, and if not, none of them should be observed. This implies that the reader must
not notice effects on a node in an order that violates causality. On the receiving end, a read
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of a node there must see all the effects (all messages that it has received), or none of it (if
that has not finished completely processing). This is often implemented in a case where it is
more convenient to process all messages at once rather than one at a time (simulating real
world scenarios). This would be implemented on the receiving end with a queue that takes
in messages as and when they come, rather than processing messages as they come. FIFO
and causal would also be implemented on this queue to ensure that messages in it have the
right order. After all messages have arrived, the user would loop through the queue and
process each message one by one.
The fifth and sixth layers are complete glitch freedom [22] and atomicity [22]. In addition
to the conditions of the previous layers, complete glitch holds that given two nodes a and
b, and given two updates x and y , a read which involves both a and b notes the effects of x
and y on a in the exact same order as those of x and y on b. This means that along with
single glitch, the order in which messages are processed must be the same across all users.
This enforces consistency across multiple users. In order to implement this, consistency must
be implemented on the server side too. When the server sends messages to the remaining
users, it needs to make sure that it also maintains a proper ordering where the messages it
sends are received in the order it sent them in. This would include using @ for SALSA in
the for loop where it keeps sending messages, and special implementation in that for loop
would ensure complete glitch freedom. Atomic consistency is the final layer, and in addition
to containing the previous layers, it requires that when a node a influences nodes b and c,
a read involving both b and c would notice the effects of update x on either both of them
or none of them. This is essentially single glitch across all users with the requirement of
complete glitch that messages have to be in the same order everywhere. All nodes essentially
must have the same processing timestamp. To implement this, a universal queue across all
users must be maintained, and as and when messages are added, they must be added to
each actor’s universal queue. Once all of these universal queues have been created, the
actors would then process them together and have the same timestamp. This concludes all
of the consistency layers.
1.7 EVENT DRIVEN PROGRAMMING
Event driven programming (reactive programming) [23] is a paradigm that relates to cre-
ating models based on specifications, and all of the events are somewhat reactive. This exists
in distributed programming within and outside of actor based programming. As seen in the
prior section, the actor model itself is reactive and has multiple reactive components that
make it suitable for constraint based programming. Many reactive models exist are used to
10
Figure 1.5: DDP diagram.
come up with a systematic way of handling both the front-end and back-end aspects of a
distributed system. Similarly, actor based applications could also be handled this way along
with creating such a set up. A small part of the project will be focused on this aspect as
well and how relevant it can be.
Meteor is an online distributed application used for web browsers. It is a good example
of reactive programming with a specific data protocol called DDP. A basic example of DDP
structure is presented in figure 1.5. DDP is a simple protocol used for databases, program-
ming languages, and frameworks. One of the main uses is server-client architecture, and
this is used on multiple platforms including mobile devices. DDP also creates a way for
users to query a server-side database. They can then pass results to the client, allowing the
different clients to gather information every time a change happens. Meteor.publish is used
to help push realtime queries, and this would allow data to be released from any source. The
publish function from the client would be used to help connect to a publication endpoint,
take care of updates, and take care of new data inputs. DDP handles the rest, and it overall
uses the publish-subscribe message passing style of distributed programming, which bears
resemblance to the actor model, since the actor model also involves message passing. The
overall project implementation for the two server-client based projects also has a meteor
equivalent that follows such a protocol.
Event models are also often used in reactive programming. They list out a set of specifica-
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Figure 1.6: Example event model.
tions for both functions and variables. Event models are also used to help make a complex
distributed program seem sequential. The specifications provided help ease the transition
and implementation of the program, and also make the reactive parts more transparent,
something that would help with constraint based programming. Part of the purpose of an
event model is to provide generalizations that could be used across multiple server-client
architecture based programs. These models would be divided into a front-end and back-
end, and the final goal is to have a generic distributed program that could take in an event
model and then output both the front-end and back-end aspects. Figure 1.6 presents a sim-
ple example of an event model with some operations presented. Normally, an event model
would be more involved with more operations and variables, but nevertheless, this is a good
example.
1.8 PROJECT OVERVIEW AND PAPER STRUCTURE
All of the sections up until now have explained the basic concepts relating to this project
as well as the premise of this project. This project overall takes these concepts together
and performs latency analysis of constraints on two distributed applications. This will be
vastly expanded upon in the Problem Statement section. The remainder of this paper will
be organized as follows: problem statement, which explains the project in depth, related
works, chatroom (the first application), task (the second application), results (where the
results are displayed and a surface level analysis of them is done), conclusion from results
(conclusions drawn from results), and lastly, conclusion and future work.
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CHAPTER 2: PROBLEM STATEMENT
2.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The concept of constraints described in the introduction is an important concept with dis-
tributed programming. This project presents an analysis of distributed applications that use
the actor model of programming, as this model is distributed programming. The main focus
will be on server client architecture, while the other examples presented would also provide
an interesting case. With regards to constraints, the differences in latencies between the
various layers would provide insights as to which layers are feasible for a certain application,
especially when that application is scaled up.
The overall purpose of this project is to analyze present a detailed analysis of latencies
when various consistency levels are implemented on two server-client based applications. The
server-client architecture presents important aspects of distributed programming that are
universally used, so doing analysis on this would be applicable to many areas. In addition, the
benefits of an actor based program would also be displayed with the overall latencies. The two
applications are a chatroom, as well as a task sharing application, both of which are relatively
similar in structure. The chatroom presents a scenario where multiple users send messages to
everyone else, and the task sharing application presents a case where users make additions
and updates to an overall tasklist, where each user maintains his/her list of tasks. The
final goal of this work is to demonstrate which consistency layers are important/interesting
in such server-client based applications, understand differences in latencies between various
levels, observe and make conclusions as to how behavior changes with scalability, and lastly,
demonstrate the useful of the actor model with such applications.
2.2 DIFFERENT COMPONENTS
The core components of the project are the two main applications themselves. The chapter
describing these applications will go much more in depth on how they work. The projects
contain code that is used to implement basic functionality as well as implement the different
layers inside. They also contain numerous test classes which are used to ensure correctness
of programs. Other components involved are different python programs used to display
latencies, shell scripts used for running programs, and the various different terminals used
to run the programs.
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2.3 OVERALL APPROACH
The first step involved was to implement these two applications (chatroom was already
implemented at a basic level), and run basic tests to make sure that the applications worked.
After that, an overall plan of different consistency levels had to be developed, as well as use
cases for each layer and how to measure latencies for them. The final four layers decided
to be used were no consistency, FIFO, causal consistency and single glitch source freedom.
All of the needed code was then added one by one, with numerous tests for each layer.
Once basic testing was done, python programs had to be developed in order to automate
the process of collecting latencies as well as ensuring the latencies are properly collected.
Once that was done, the scalability scripts were developed, both for 10 machines as well as a
single machine. Various configurations were developed, and they include 10 users with 10000
messages, 100 users with 100 messages, 1000 users with 100 messages, and so forth. Once all
of the scripts were collected, the overall process of running was automated over many runs,
and a methodology to determine average value was created. Finally, analysis of the results
was performed. The purpose of this is to observe which layers have the most significant
effects on the overall application. Conclusions can then be drawn for those specific layers.
Another purpose of this is to analyze how run-times change as more layers are added, and
the long term goal is to make evaluations based on user inputs and see if the run-time is
feasible or not given their various requirements.
2.4 RELATION TO EVENT DRIVEN PROGRAMMING
One side goal of this project is to present a solution to part of the event model paradigm.
The programs mentioned above will ideally be part of a system which takes in an event
model and then creates a distributed program with the necessary front-end and back-end.
The front-end would be in kotlin, and the back-end would be in SALSA. This would take
into account constraints as well, as for this to be a complete application, a user would specify
the consistency levels required and then the program would make sure to create the code as
necessary. This full system will be programmed to understand the overall implication with
event driven programming. This concludes the overall problem statement section, and the
next section will focus on related works.
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CHAPTER 3: RELATED WORKS
3.1 OVERVIEW
There are multiple papers and works focusing on overall roughly similar topics compared
to the ones provided in this paper. Each of these offer some unique insight into different
areas of distributed programming and can help add to the ideas presented in this paper.
Various such topics include a greater depth of aggregation, server-client architecture based
applications, sensor based programming, and so forth.
3.2 PAPERS FOCUSING ON CONSISTENCY LEVELS
Various papers focus on constraints in distributed programming, and how to apply that
concept to reactive programming. [22] provides the consistency level definitions described in
this paper. ScalaLoci [24] helps with constraint based programming as it provides an overall
structure to avoid dealing with too many data flow issues that come from other systems.
Simba [25] focuses on a slightly different set of definitions of consistency layers as opposed
to [22]. It creates a new data type which is basically a table that allows different apps to
pick from multiple distributed consistency schemes. [26] is an explorative study on the actor
model that analyzes sequential consistencies, and finds that these do not generally hold very
well with this model. [27] focuses on edge computing. Its purpose is to enforce session
consistency in edge computing.
3.3 PAPERS FOCUSING ON SERVER CLIENT ARCHITECTURE AND EVENT
DRIVEN PROGRAMMING
[5] focuses on establishing a server-client architecture for instrumentation remote control
over the Internet. [28] is a very important paper that provides the overall chat model used in
this work. This paper is used to focus on the automation of the overall process of distributed
programming. A complex distributed program would be represented as if it were sequential.
The overall model consists of three parts, and they are the data model, network model, an
event model, and a security model. Sunny.js is mainly used to solve the problem. Some
components of this include using a domain specific language, a run-time environment, an
online code generator, and a dynamic template based rendering engine. As one of the goals
in this paper is automatic code generation, that is very similar to the online code generator
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mentioned in the above paper. Overall, the core logic generally wants to be replicated across
multiple server-client architecture based programs, aiding in the overall automation process.
3.4 AGGREGATION AND OTHER SIMILAR APPLICATIONS
One project that was worked on in the past was the distributed aggregation project (a
project I actually worked on few years ago). This project used Scala/Akka in order to
perform the tasks needed. Scala helped develop the overall framework to perform the needed
tasks, and Akka’s actor model of programming helped make the needed communications. In
contrast to Salsa which combines both the implementations and concurrent parts together,
they are separated here. The overall task was to implement some distributed aggregation
algorithms. The first one was a tree based aggregation protocol. The nodes communicated
with each other in the form of a tree, where each node contained information of some kind
that meant to be propagated up to the root node which would contain the the aggregate of
all nodes. The aggregate would include for example the sum or product of nodes underneath.
There were two different cases of nodes, root and nonroot, as their behavior was different.
The overall module was implemented in Scala, where Scala was used to implement the
functionality of handling messages in areas such as aggregating information to above nodes,
handle fail cases, remove nodes, adding new nodes, and making needed broadcasts. Akka was
then used to test the application by creating multiple different actors and then calling needed
functions. Doing this enabled necessary communication and then results were observed in
order to make sure the output was as expected. ScalaTest was used to do a more thorough
check, running multiple different scenarios with actors and testing individual methods out
to make sure that output was okay. Lastly, templatization was used to make the overall
application more general purpose, in order to account for operations other than addition.
This was done with one general group interface which contained three functions: id, inverse,
and op. Various case classes such as multiplication, int modulo 11 were created and tested
with, and the overall application was generalized to work with this. A secondary application
that was worked on was implementing a gossip based aggregation protocol. Here, rather
than have nodes connect to each other, they each maintain their own table of information
about their relations to other nodes.
Other papers also exist which focus on aggregation related algorithms. [4] is a paper that
focuses more on user defined aggregation operations, since sometimes more basic operations
like sum, which was implemented by distributed aggregation, are not enough to accomplish
the task. An analysis of various high level query languages is also done to test for language
integration. [29] provides an overall survey of multiple different aggregation approaches so
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far and serves as a good learning model to understand different choices. [30] focuses on
aggregation techniques in a specific area, namely wireless sensor networks. It tries to reduce
redundancy among data, as in general, there often is a huge volume of data that is generated.
Another paper that focuses on sensor networks is [31]. This in addition also tries to protect
against malicious software and adds in the security aspect. [32] focuses on various different
gossip based protocols for multiple different algorithms. Other papers in a similar area focus
on actor based programming of wireless sensor networks.
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CHAPTER 4: CORE APPLICATIONS
4.1 OVERVIEW AND GENERAL STRUCTURE
The two main applications, chatroom and task, are two server client architecture based
applications. In both of them, one central server exists with multiple different users. The
purpose of the chatroom is to serve as a platform where different users can send messages
to everyone else. Each user maintains his/her own list of messages, which continuously
gets updated every time a user adds a new message to the list of messages. The task
application is pretty similar overall, with there being a central tasklist as well as each user
maintaining his/her own list of tasks. These tasks can be either updated, or new ones
can be added. Both of these applications were used since they are great examples where
server-client architecture is applied and provide multiple insights as well as a good structure
where receiving information can be well controlled. Since they are both relatively similar,
it would be interesting to analyze how the latency differs among the applications where
implementation is slightly different.
Both of these applications have multiple driver programs, shell scripts for running neces-
sary programs, as well as python programs that help parse output. Within the applications
themselves, there exists a user file which takes care of a user’s functionality, a server which is
used to send messages to a user, and any accessory classes which help with overall implemen-
tations. The user class handles most of the constraint related stuff, with the server making
sure all messages are sent. The driver programs all contain declarations of all the users,
and all of the messages are sent from there, which are then sent to the server, which finally
get broadcasted to individual users. Shell scripts are used from the outside to run actor
instances of the various actor based classes from outside, and those pass in the necessary
parameters, as well as ids of the user actor based instances when running driver programs.
The python programs are listed as part of the shell scripts, and they are run at the end after
a sleep command is listed (to ensure they run only after all output is delivered). They list
out the latencies and throw an exception every time a consistency level is not met (incorrect
implementation). All of these three work in conjunction to ensure an overall correct program
implementation. The four consistency levels that are tested for each of these layers are no
consistency, first in first out consistency, causal consistency, and single source glitch freedom.
All of the consistency code is handled on the receiving side of user to ensure that it correctly
waits when needed, and to ensure all of the latencies are measured properly.
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Figure 4.1: Event model for chat.
4.2 CHATROOM STRUCTURE
The chatroom consists of multiple users who send different messages to each other. The
overall application is based of an event model scenario, where an event model specifies the
overall specifications required. Such event models are used in general for lot of distributed
applications as specified in earlier sections. Figure 4.1 presents a case of a chatroom event
model. This figure is taken from the paper in [28]. This work overall focuses on using such
a model to push forward distributed event based programming. The language used in the
figure is RED, a new domain specific language. This language is generally used for event-
driven systems, and is generally high level and declarative. The implementation that is used
in this application does not maintain the JoinRoom/CreateRoom, but SendMsg is actively
used. As specified here, everything is sent from the client to the server. Each user has a name
in the form of an id that is specified from the command line. An actor instance is created
from that id which then is used to call the needed functions. Following such specifications,
the chatroom is entirely implemented across a user, server, and driver class.
The server contains a main function for broadcasting all of the updates to all of the other
users. It maintains a list of registered users, where every time a user gets added, it registers
the user by adding its id. It also has an act function for getting started. The registered
users are accessed by getting the user’s reference by name.
The speaker (user) class has four central functions. One of them is the act function, which
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takes in the necessary parameters and calls server’s registerUser function. The other one
is the constructor which creates the necessary speaker reference, and sets the user id to
the appropriate value. The main two functions are broadcastSend and broadcastReceive.
BroadcastSend is used to push a change that is sent from a driver program (a new message)
into the server class, and then the server will broadcast this change back into other speakers’
broadcastReceive function. Receive handles both processing the message by adding it to the
overall message list, as well as the processing of the consistency levels, to make sure the user
views the messages in the correct order and at a proper timestamp. There are numerous
other helper functions which will be discussed in depth in the algorithms section.
The last main group of classes are the driver programs. There is one driver program for
each case, and a case consists of a type of experiment and the consistency level that goes
along with the run. For chat, there are four sample driver programs with the combination,
10 users with 10 messages, one for each layer. This testing combination is used to get a
general idea of the levels and how they compare (the learning stage described in the problem
statement). The rest of the tests are for scalability, and there are tests for both multiple
machines and a single machine. The configurations for a single machine are 10 users with
100 messages, 10 users with 10000 messages, 100 users with 100 messages, 100 users with
1000 messages, 1000 users with 1 message, 1000 users with 10 messages, 1000 users with 100
messages, and 1000 users with 1000 messages. The configurations for 10 machines, where
each machine has 10 users, are 20 users with 100 messages, 50 users with 100 messages, 100
users with 10 messages, 100 users with 100 messages, and 100 users with 1000 messages.
The driver programs for scalability are structured such that the number of users is the
focus, where all of the users are initiated from the shell script and passed into the program.
Hence, different driver programs are required for a different number of users. The number of
messages is specified, and those are created from within the program. The different number
of users are 10, 100, 1000, 20, and 50, and therefore, there are 20 driver programs for chat
since there exist four consistency levels for each. These programs are all structured that
they take in the necessary information from the shell scripts, create the users as needed
along with taking the number of messages. In a for loop, each speaker then broadcastSends
his/her message until all messages are sent. There is also one additional function that keeps
track of the ending time of this program. Once all messages are sent, that function is called,
and the total time that it takes to send all of these messages is measured.
Messages can be of multiple types. In real life, statements made are often of different
types/structures, and very rarely is anything done uniformly. For that reason, the project
accounts for multiple types in order to handle more real life scenarios, though not too much
as that would make implementation confusing. The three cases are statement, question, and
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answer. Statements are a type of message that are not made as a response to anything.
They could either have a correlation to other statements or none. Questions are implied
by the type name, where the speaker asks a question and expects a response. Answers are
statements made in response to questions asked. Each of these cases are handled differently in
Speaker’s broadcastReceive, and this will be elaborated upon in the algorithms section. They
are handled differently among the driver programs. The structure used to call broadcastSend
from within will be slightly different among the calls, as the different type of statement will
have to be specified. In general, in programs that use the question/answer combination,
20 percent of users will be the ones asking questions. 20 is a decently portioned number,
as anything over would be too much, and this size allows for good analysis when observing
scalability trends.
Shell scripts exist in order to run all of the necessary programs, and they are of different
structures given the requirements. They create instances of all of the speakers by running
the command needed and passing in the proper parameters. They do the same with server,
and all of these outputs are concatenated to specific output files. The number of scalability
files that exist is the same as the number of driver files, since a different shell script is
required whenever the number of users is different. Whenever the number of messages
changes for those individual cases, that single parameter is changed to reflect the new test
case. Different consistency levels require different shell scripts since the output files will
be different for each of those. While the primary purpose of shell scripts is to run the
consistency levels and the tests, they also need to include running the python programs that
would help correctly parse output. To do this, the scripts must ensure that enough sleep
time is placed before the python program is executed, as otherwise, the python program
would parse an incomplete set of output files. To properly set the sleep command, multiple
runs with a certain experiment are observed, and then the sleep is set to a threshold value
high enough so that the python program would never run before completion. For example, if
a set of programs took 35 seconds on average to run, a sleep command would involve waiting
for one minute. On a side note, if the Salsa files for scalability involved generators without
creating the users from outside, the scalability files would be much different as then they
would not create speakers nor would the concatenation to output files exist there. These
shell scripts would be much smaller, and output concatenation would be handled within the
speaker class itself by keeping track of which speaker it is printing output for. Scalability
files for multiple users is slightly more complicated. Communication across machines needs
to be ensured, so instead of using localhost, the ip address of one specific machine would
be used, and this would be maintained across all machines as that would be essential for
proper communication. In addition to that, each machine would need to add some form of
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sleep delay to account for network latency as well, and this way, the next machine would be
activated at the right moment, not incurring any communication issues. The overall split
of files across shell scripts would have the server along with some of the users in one, an
even split of users across multiple other machines, any accessory classes as well as the driver
program (along with few more machines) in the final script. Together, these would be run
one after another to ensure program completion.
The final component involved consists of the four python programs. Each of these python
programs correspond to one particular consistency level and are trained to adapt to mul-
tiple different use cases. The purpose of these programs is to find errors that may exist
for both testing purposes (if improvements/changes to code need to be made), and if the
programs work, to just have that on display every time a run is made so that output can
be tracked. The other two purposes are to measure the run-time of the driver program and
to also calculate latency (the most important purpose). Python scripts are used because it
is extremely difficult to hand calculate everything for so many runs. The creation of these
scripts involves some hand calculations however, mainly due to the necessity of checking for
correctness when testing individual aspects. These python programs take in the number of
users as an argument, so that all of the user output files can be properly parsed when going
through the output log files. The main aspects of these programs are the functions which
compute the latency, check for FIFO ordering, and compute the driver program run-time.
The python programs for causal consistency and single glitch must also check for ordering
of questions to make sure that all questions have arrived before answers. Lot of code among
these python scripts is relatively similar as basic functions, such as FIFO ordering testing
would be the same everywhere. All of this functionality is divided into functions which each
perform a unique task, and this will be delved much deeper in the algorithms section.
4.3 TASK APPLICATION STRUCTURE
The task application is overall very similar to chat, with a few differences. Task is slightly
more involved, and consists of a little bit of extra functionality as well as more operations.
It would be interesting to note latency differences between chat and task. The overall task
event model is similar to that of chat, with a set of conditions that describe what needs to
be maintained. The overall class structure and connection between the clients and server is
very similar between the two.
Many aspects of this application are very similar to chat. In terms of class similarity,
both Server and User (here, the class is called user, not speaker.salsa) maintain the same
functionality, with both responsible for making necessary updates, as well as sending changes
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to each other. The server still registers users, but this time keeps a map of users to their ids
(which speaker in chatroom does not). The similarity among driver programs also exists,
since the driver programs here are run for the same scalability cases (so the same number
of programs is necessary). With just changes in class types and the way stuff is called,
the overall structure and purpose of driver programs is the same. The number of updates
(instead of messages) is again taken as a parameter. The shell scripts are also the same
for the most part, with the only difference being that an extra line needs to be added to
create a TaskList actor instance. This line also involves concatenation to output files. Lastly,
the code changes to python programs involves accommodating for the separate output, but
again, the overall structure is vastly the same.
The main difference comes from the types of updates that exist. Here, there are two
types of tasks, initial task and follow up task. Though not as commonplace as question and
answer, there could be many scenarios in the real world where one comes up with a set of
initial tasks for a project, and then the rest would have to create their own set of follow
up tasks which would then be added. This could exist in distributed settings as well. One
user would propose a task type of initial task, and then other users would respond with a
follow up task. This is handled by all the classes similarly to how chat handles the question,
statement, and answer types by having different parameter values account for this. With
task updates, there exist two operations here as opposed to one for chat. Tasks can be
added, and users can also make updates to an already existing task. The update operation
can have a bit of overhead, since instead of just adding a task to a list, update would require
finding that specific task by looping through all existing tasks and then making an update to
it. Rather than having one broadcastSend function, the driver programs call user’s addTask
and updateTask functions as needed passing in the needed parameters. These functions then
call server’s respective add and update functions, which take care of the overall adding to
the central tasklist functionality, and then call server’s broadcast function passing in the
correct parameters. The rest of the functionality is the same calling user’s broadcastReceive
function.
The other main difference between task and chat is the addition of the Task class and
TaskList classes. Task is needed, since now rather than just sending a message, a task with
multiple components is sent. The task class is a java class, since it is not wise to make it
an actor instance since it does not display any actor related behaviors. Task consists of a
constructor that sets the values of the different attributes of task, and has get functions that
return these values. The main function here is updateTask, which is responsible for updating
the task text to a new text, since it is the text that changes, not the creator or the id. The
primary purpose of TaskList is to serve as the main source of adding/updating tasks. This
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class is not used anymore due to the overhead that could be caused by having such a central
tasklist. This contains mainly of addTask, updateTask, which are used to add/update tasks
as needed, the constructor which takes in necessary parameters, and get functions to return
users and tasks.
4.4 INDIVIDUAL CASES FOR CONSISTENCY LAYERS
While there are only four layers tested, the cases for all six consistency layers will be
described here, as they all present interesting cases and are instructional. These test cases
make use of the individual message types for chat and individual task types for chat. The
overall scenarios presented here are implemented within the driver programs. They are made
to be realistic as well, so that the overall understanding of how they would be used in real
life scenarios is enhanced. The purpose of this application is to reflect on how distributed
programs would need to make use of such consistency layers, as a lot of real life applications
described earlier are distributed in nature.
No Consistency and FIFO are the first two main cases of chat, as they are pretty related.
In the case of no consistency, multiple speakers would send statements in a chatroom, and
the messages that a user sends have no necessary ordering (they are random arbitrary state-
ments). Here, no consistency layers would be necessary, as all the messages are disconnected,
and it does not matter in what order do users receive these statements. In the cases specific
to this application, all of the users would each send a specified number of statements within
the driver program, all of which would be received randomly in the receiver’s end. This is
a somewhat interesting case, as it is not as commonplace as some other cases. In real life,
messages often have a coherent ordering to them and are not random, but in some cases
people do send random messages, so it would be unique to observe. The difference between
FIFO and no consistency is that with FIFO, messages must maintain order. This is true
in most cases, as a person would often make statements that have at least some coherent
connection. The driver programs for FIFO would be the same as those for no consistency
with the exception that the statements would be changed to be ordered, coherent statements
as opposed to unordered, random statements. The ordering for FIFO would also be across
the messages a user sends, not across multiple users. The way code is handled in receive
would also be different. The case here is very much interesting and applicable, as there are
lot of times you would want users messages to be received in the order in which they happen.
It would also be unique to see how the time keeps increasing with the number of users.
Causal consistency is a more interesting case that involves the use of questions and answers.
With the case of an application, multiple users could ask a set of questions for everyone to
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answer, and it would be interesting for all users to see other responses. The response that
speakers make must be made after the initial questions are asked. This implies FIFO,
since an answer obviously cannot be made until the question is asked. The order in which
questions/answers come must also be maintained, since their orders are respective. It would
not make sense for answers to come in a different order than the questions are asked, and
both should maintain their original ordering. All driver programs must maintain some users
asking questions and some asking answers. On the receiving end, a queue would be used to
make sure that answers exist after questions, and if an answer arrives before, a queue would
be used to wait until the question arrives. One example of this is that if the ordering in one
set of messages is off, a queue should be used to wait until the question is propagated before
adding the answers to a users list on the receiving end. The overall ratio used is 20 percent
questions and 80 percent answers. Any less/more would not be interesting, as then the
proportion would be skewed. This is an interesting case, as lot of times, statements would
come in the case of questions and answers rather than random facts thrown around. It is
interesting to see how much more time latency would take when multiple users are involved.
Single source glitch freedom is interesting since the cases presented here require the user
to do all of the processing at once, rather than one at a time. A side operation would be
involved here, since merely adding messages to a message list can be done on the way (what is
done in prior cases). This operation is not implemented, but would generally involve decision
making based on a series of inputs. One example is polling, where everyones decision would
be based on what votes others sent. On the receiving end, a queue would take everything
and ensure ordering of timestamps arrive in order as and when messages are sent. Benefits of
this include that there is less overhead with the sending and processing of messages, and in
cases where decision making resides on cumulative responses from all other involved parties,
it would be better to wait until the end. A simple case involved would be the same as that
for causal, but here the questions/answers are poll based. The speakers would read in all of
the messages at once and make a decision based on how everyone else responded (despite
not being implemented, this is still a generic case in real world scenarios where decision
making exists among multiple speakers). This is a very common and interesting case that
can happen quite a bit. Polling is used to make decisions in many cases, and it is more
efficient to process everything at once than make a continuous operation each time. A lot of
distributed cases would benefit from processing everything at once than one at a time. This
would especially be interesting when scaled up.
With complete glitch freedom for chat, single glitch for each node must be implemented
(in broadcast receive), and the order in which messages are broadcasted must also maintain
good order. In order to make sure order in which nodes receive updates is maintained across
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all nodes, the order in which broadcasts are sent must be ordered. This would be handled
in the broadcast function in Server. Cases in which this is important is when there is a
specific ordering of users in which they receive the message, and that actually matters for
the outcome. If this ordering changes, the responses may not be as accurate. One example
would be that the order in which it would matter that all users received updates in the same
order is polling where there exist dependencies between user messages. The same scenario
would be used here as for single glitch, but the updates must be made sure to be broadcasted
in the same order. This is stricter and may be useful in some cases. The percentage of users
questioning/answering would be the same, and they would be poll questions/answers again.
However, the messages would make sure to have some coherent ordering that they must be
received by all users in the same order. This case could be of some use, but it is not as
interesting as the previous cases because it is not as relevant. It would still be interesting to
see how runtime results are affected though.
With atomicity, it is imperative that all of the users in the chatroom process the update
that has been made at the same time. This is essentially single glitch implemented across all
users now, along with the complete glitch requirement that user updates are broadcasted to
all users in the same order. The case that this would be interesting is when inter-dependency
exists across all of the individual messages, and the users must all vote at the same time. In
order for atomicity to happen, in the last iteration when the users get the final broadcast
messages, ordering across all nodes would be maintained and only once the final node receives
the message, all operations would take place. Once all of the operations are done, then the
state of each of the nodes would be updated, and this way, the time of everything would be
the same. The case that goes along with this is voting where everything must be processed
at once, as an immediate decision needs to be made simultaneously among all users. This is
a stricter level of implementation than single glitch since this includes all of the nodes, and
this would help promote efficiency. This is an overall useful case where different machines
in the real world are all interdependent on the decision making of another, and it would be
beneficial for all of them to make the needed decisions at once.
Moving onto the task application, the no consistency case primarily consists of adding
new tasks repeatedly without making any updates. The tasks that users add also have no
relevance to each other. There is no need to add in layers here, as the order in which these
tasks are added does not matter at all. Updates cannot be part of no consistency as they
would have to be received in order. With regards to scalability code, all the users would
send in a passed unordered number of tasks, where the tasks are random and irrelevant.
It will be interesting to see what order they arrive in. This case is interesting, as this is
often reflective of cases in real life where a manager gives a set of tasks where each task
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is different. This would be present in a distributed setting as well where the tasks do not
necessarily need relevance to each other. With regards to FIFO for the task application,
updating an already existing task would have to be considered too. The main case where
such an ordering is important is with adding one task and then updating it. The order has to
be strict here, as a task can only be updated after it is added. The other case involves a set of
tasks where the ordering does matter, as the tasks would be a sequential list of items where
the items keep following one another. The case with updates would consist of 80 percent of
changes a user makes would consist of adding a new task and then the remaining 20 percent
would consist of making updates to a set of randomly chosen tasks. The other case, which
is more similar to the driver programs code-wise, would consist of all users adding in a new
task, but here, the tasks would have a relevant ordering and connection. For the sake of
the application, the first case is not considered due more challenging implementation, more
significant changes in latency (since updates may take longer to be implemented), and the
fact that such a situation often is not as realistic. The second case is very interesting because
it is more often for tasks to be added with at least some relevance/ordering. In distributed
applications, one device could receive a sequence of instructions from another which would
want to be broadcasted in the correct order. The other case is not that relevant in a real
life or a distributed setting because very rarely would something be added to a task list and
then updated at the same time. Updating later on makes sense, but not within the same
period, and that would happen only if someone makes a mistake when first adding on a task.
Causal consistency for task makes use of the follow up handler. This is very similar to the
case for chat, except here there exist tasks instead of message types. The update case is not
considered here as no interesting examples with updates were found with regards to causal
consistency, and the latency effects might be too much. The main case scenario for this is
that the first 20 percent of users who are supposed to specify the details of tasks do not
provide all of the aspects of the project, and expect the other users to specify their own ideas
of what the rest should be. A causal relationship clearly exists between an original task and
its follow up here. Just as in chat, the first 20 percent of users here would specify the initial
tasks in all cases. The rest 80 percent will specify follow up tasks. FIFO ordering would
also need to be present here, since the tasks/follow up tasks correlation should be present,
and users would expect to receive information in the order they were sent. The queue
would be used anytime something is sent out of order. This is an overall interesting case as
multiple times, tasks that a user updates would require follow up tasks from other users to
be instantiated. This would be true in various distributed settings as well, though not as
commonplace as other scenarios such as the question answer one. The latency increases with
scalability as well as comparing the latency to chat’s corresponding causal implementation
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would be interesting to notice.
With single source glitch freedom, everything would need to be processed once again.
One example is where everyone is dependent on all pending tasks to be completed to move
forward to the next step. For the users, rather than processing messages as they arrive,
everything will get processed at the end. The benefits would be similar to those of chat,
and everything would be processed at the end to make sure it is a valid final list. The
processing will again not be implemented since that is beyond the scope of this analysis,
but would make sense for a use case scenario. The overall case here would be the same as
the one for causal, but the task messages would be slightly different since they would be
more poll/decision based. Once all users have finished, they will then use knowledge of the
responses to then come to a consensus as to what to do. This is an interesting case and
can happen quite frequently, though probably not as often as the case mentioned in chat
(since voting is more commonplace in general). However, in general, lot of people involved
in a team project would be interested in knowing whether all of the users have completed
their tasks, with the manager being the one assigning all of the tasks. In a pure distributed
setting, this would be more rare, but due to the relevance to real life, it is still an interesting
case.
With complete glitch freedom, single glitch for each node must be implanted (in broadcast
receive), and the order in which messages are broadcasted must also maintain good order.
With tasks, it is generally good that users get messages properly because each user would
like to see the tasks updated in the same order since follow up tasks are relevant to that too.
If this ordering changes, the responses may not be as accurate. One use case scenario of this
is one where one user as the director wants other users to send their updates in. To make
sure the decision making process is smooth, the director wishes for all users to be seeing the
tasks in the same order since each task connects with others in a way that ordering matters.
This is stricter and may be useful in some cases. The ratio here would again be 20 percent
of users sending in initial tasks to 80 percent of users responding with follow up tasks. This
case, while still not as relevant as the prior cases, is more relevant than the chat equivalent
in real life as this could happen somewhat frequently. However, in distributed settings, it is
still not too relevant. Once again, analysis of run-time results would be interesting here.
With atomicity, it is imperative that all of the users in the task process the update that
has been made at the same time. The case where this is interesting is when all updates
and decisions by all users must be made to happen at the same time, as an immediate
decision needs to be made. All users must receive the task adds in the same order, as
some interleaving/dependencies exist between these tasks. This is again a stricter level of
implementation than single glitch, and would involve the same set of messages from the
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driver programs (with some changes to the messages to reflect on requirements). This is
a somewhat useful case in the real world, and the one for atomicity presented in chat was
more relevant for both real world and distributed settings. However, it would nonetheless
be interesting to observe the overall run-times.
4.5 LATENCY DEFINITIONS
Latency is defined as the overall execution time taken for a certain process. In distributed
terms, it often refers to the amount of time taken for a change to get broadcasted to another
user. With constraints, multiple different definitions could be used, and each definition
offers some meaning towards the overall application. What would be required is a definition
that helps properly take into account differences between different consistency levels without
providing bias to any specific layer. Overall, the latency definition must indicate something
concrete about the time it takes for broadcasts to get received. The definitions are the same
for both chat and task.
In terms of definitions for no consistency, FIFO, and causal consistency, there is a little
variability in what would be correct/not correct. One definition of latency is that the total
latency would be defined as the maximum latency taken across the set of messages that a
user sends. This means that for all messages a user sends, the maximum broadcast time for
each message to another user will be taken account, and then the maximum out of these set
of messages will be the latency for one user. This would then be averaged across all users.
This definition would be the same across FIFO and causal as well, with the only difference
for causal being that instead of taking the average across all users, only the users sending
the initial questions/tasks would be taken into account. While this definition is definitely
valid, there are two main problems for the applications at hand that required a slightly more
accurate definition. The reason this definition was still illustrated here was that this was
presented in a paper and is of use as well. The main use of this above definition is for checking
individual times and observing how things behave on a user to user basis when consistency
levels change. The first main issue with this is that with the way single glitch (and higher
latency levels) is defined, single glitch would automatically have a much higher latency since
there, everything on the receiving end gets processed at once and not a message by message
basis. It would be more of a start to finish measurement since the first message sent would
obviously have the maximum value out of all messages sent. The second issue is with that
definition, only sometimes the consistency levels may matter, since the average may remove
stalling effects and therefore not lead to any significant differences between the layers. The
modified definition that was then followed is that the total time difference between the time
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the first message gets sent by a user and the last message gets received by a user would be
taken into account. This way, the definitions are fair across all layers, and there is a higher
chance of accounting for different layers.
The definition for single glitch and complete glitch would be defined as the time it takes
from when the first message is sent to the time the last user has finished processing ev-
erything. With single glitch as well as causal now, the users sending the initial messages
(tasks/questions) do not get higher precedence. Complete glitch follows the same defini-
tion, as the changes added by that layer do not impact the way latency would be measured.
Lastly, atomicity would be defined as the difference between the time the first message was
sent and the time all users finished processing all of the updates. With all of the latency
levels, the average latency value of 30 - 50 runs (determined by a histogram) would be
taken and then that would be compared to the average value of other consistency level
runs. Implementation-wise, all of these latencies would be periodically measured whenever
a process has been finished, and before that a sleep function would also be called to increase
overall execution time to enhance differences between layers. The python program takes
care of parsing time differences from the outputs.
Lastly, there exists the overall runtime for driver programs. This essentially checks how
much time has passed between the time the first message got sent and the time the last
message got sent. While this is far from the main focus of the application, it is still interesting
to note how much delay exists between the message sends on average. In order to implement
this, the difference in time between the start of the program and the end of the program
is taken. Once again, the python programs parse this difference and display that needed
information, and again the average of 30 - 50 runs (again determined by a histogram) would
be taken.
4.6 OVERALL IMPLEMENTATION ALGORITHM FOR CHAT
The algorithms for the driver programs consists of taking in all of the users as parameters,
and then looping through the number of messages in a for loop. An arraylist is used to
keep track of the individual message numbers, and those are added as part of the message
string when the message is sent. Variables used to indicate the type of message are passed
into broadcastSend, along with the user number as well as message number (to avoid having
String parsing implementation). Lastly, a Boolean variable indicating whether FIFO order-
ing is required or not is passed. Server’s main functionality is within broadcast, where a for
loop is used to loop through all users and send the needed updates. Both broadcastSend
and broadcastReceive includes functionality to keep track of timestamps by using the Times-
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tamp class. This instrumentation is necessary, as otherwise there is no way of determining
latencies. The vast majority of code implementation here comes from the consistency layers.
The shell script code was already described in prior sections.
For implementing no consistency, not much was required. Simply displaying the time on
the user side was all was needed, since no consistency does not implement constraints. For
FIFO code, most of the implementation is handled in a function called handleFifoCode. This
function takes in all of the information needed to print out information when processing the
messages. It also takes a variable indicating if a question is being considered now or not,
since questions are handled slightly differently. The function mainly makes use of two global
maps to keep track of what messages have been sent to the current user number. One map
is used to map current user to the message number, and the other map is used to map users
to the overall message. There are two main decisions to make at this point. When a new
message number is processed, it is compared to the latest message number that has been
processed. If it is not the first message to be added and its number is more than one greater
than the last message added, it is added to the correct positions of the values and messages
arraylists that are used to keep track of values that have not yet been added. The maps
are then properly updated. In the case that the message number is indeed in the correct
position and is added after the latest message number that has been added, the new message
first gets processed. After that, the arraylists that held stalled messages are gone through
to see if the first element there can be added, and then those are looped through and added
to the list of message numbers added. If there is a greater than one gap in the for loop,
then the loop ends there, and after the for loop has been processed, all elements in the loop
that have been processed are removed one by one to avoid repetition. In every process, the
message does get processed and added to the overall message list. The difference with the
question case will be described when illustrating how causal consistency works. This overall
code ensures that whatever order messages are entered in, the resulting output will always
be in proper order.
Causal consistency makes use of handleFifoCode as well as few other functions in order to
make sure everything is ordered. First of all, causal works with two case statements, question
and answer. The question case works by first calling the handleFifoCode function passing
in the needed variables and setting the question parameter as true. QuestionTimeStamp is
a crucial variable which keeps track of the number of questions processed. HandleFifoCode
makes sure that if the question variable is set as true, that variable is then utilized to add the
current message to questionTimeStamp, so that the total number of questions is updated.
After this is handled, another function called handleNormalStall is called to ensure that all
answers are processed after questions, if answers get received on the question side. Variables
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are used to calculate the total number of users and questions from given information, and
those variables are used to determine if answers should be processed. If the current message
type is not of question, then the questionTimeStamp size is checked to make sure that it is
equal to the total number of questions, so that only then, answers would begin processing.
If it is of type question, then it waits until the total number of questions - the number of
questions this user sent is equal to questionTimeStamp’s size to begin processing the answers.
When processing the answers, the global answerQueue, a variable used to keep track of what
answers have been stalled while waiting for questions, will be looped through, and elements
will be pulled out one by one, and handleFifoCode will be called here also on the answers to
make sure that they are sent in order. The @ symbol is used in between the two calls within
the question case itself, so that handleNormalStall is not worked on while the first case itself
has not finished processing. With the second case, answer, the same information is gotten
and the same if statement is used as in the question case. The one difference is that after
the queue is processed, handleFifoCode is called on the current message as well to ensure
that answer is properly handled after all answers in the queue is processed. Lastly, the final
addition here is that if the if condition is not true, the answer is added to the overall global
answer queue.
Single glitch implementation is very similar to causal with a few changes. QuestionTimeS-
tamp is still used to keep track of the number of questions added, but now a different version
of handleFifoCode, called handleFifoCodeAdvanced is called. A function called broadcas-
tReceiveAdvanced is also called instead of the general broadcastReceive, which is used to
handle single glitch for all cases. An overall queue is also used to store messages as they
come for processing later instead of handling them as they come. That is the main difference
between the two FIFO functions, and no sleep is called there either. In the two cases for
question and answer, the code is overall similar, but the advanced function is called in the
same areas instead. Lastly, one final function called printQueueInformation is added in order
to display all of the necessary information. That function loops through the message queue
and prints out the information, as well as adding the needed amount of sleep time between
each print. After that, the final latency is printed out. As in causal, the @ symbol is used
between the function calls (including the call to printQueueInformation which is done at the
end) in order to avoid code from being executed before the prior function code finishes.
The python programs have four main functions (three for FIFO/no consistency). They are
checkOverallRuntime, getOverallLatency, checkQuestionsOrdered, and checkOrdering. The
rest of the python driver code (that is not part of any function) works by calling the func-
tions as necessary and printing out all of the appropriate information. CheckOverallRuntime
works by parsing the log file that contains information on how long the driver program took
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to run, and specifically pulls out the number corresponding to that value. CheckQuestion-
sOrdered loops through each of the output files, and in each of those, it loops through the
first x number of lines which contain speaker remote in them (speaker remote is used to
indicate that it is a message coming from another user). X represents the total number of
questions that are supposed to be there, and by doing this, the python program ensures that
all the questions arrive before answers. CheckOrdering is used to ensure that all messages
are FIFO ordered. A map is used to map users to the overall message numbers received.
Every time a message with speaker remote in it is processed, that string is split and the
corresponding user gets updated with the corresponding message number. At the end, all
elements of the map are iterated through, and for each key, the list of numbers are checked to
see if they are ordered or not. If not ordered, then the value is returned as false. Otherwise,
this is continuously looped through all of the files to check for correctness. Lastly, there
exists getOverallLatency, the main function of the python programs. This function works
by getting the first starting time from a speaker local (messages sent from the user itself)
of any given file, and then the final time from a speaker remote of any given file, and then
taking the difference between these two. That will give the maximum latency difference.
Part of this code involves also parsing the timestamp structure given by the Timestamp
class in java to get the overall time in milliseconds. The final python program outside of the
ones used to parse information is GenerateGraphs.py. This program is used to generate the
necessary graphs as well as print out all of the information to a logs file. It works by parsing
all of the log file results and then, it extracts all of the latencies and run-times and prints
out the average value. It also creates a line graph of the information as well as a histogram,
and it does this by calling the necessary matplotlib functions. Lastly, from the histogram,
it gets a more accurate average value from it and displays that, and this average value gets
compared to the other value to check for utility.
4.7 OVERALL IMPLEMENTATION ALGORITHM FOR TASK
There are overall lot of similarities in the overall implementations between task and chat.
The overall driver programs are of the same structure, in addition accommodating for the
differences in types between task and chat. The communication between user (in task,
speaker is referred to as user) and server, as well as the driver programs, is pretty similar as
well. For simplicity, the task application does not account for update with its consistency
layers, so the way those layers are processed is also roughly the same. The only differences
consist of the parameters passed and the types checked for. The same is true for python
programs, where everything algorithms related is the same. The only difference with python
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programs is that the programs are now made to work with a slightly different structure and
set of files.
Tasklist is one of the major additions to the task application that is not contained in chat.
The main functionality consists of adding information to an overall tasklist that consists of
all messages, and makes updates to a specific task when needed. It uses a combination of lists
and maps to keep track of all tasks there and maps tasks to ids accordingly when necessary. It
also calls the appropriate functionality as necessary to correctly handle everything. Update
is a slightly more involved implementation, and that involves looping through all existing
tasks and then changing the text of the found task to a new text. This concludes the overall
applications section, and the next section will focus on results, as well as an overview of
trends noticed.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND BASIC ANALYSIS
5.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The overall results consist of (i) single machine runs which test for latency, (ii) distributed
runs which test for network latency. There exist a good number of differences in the con-
ditions in which the basic runs were run as well as the scalability runs. The basic runs
were done on a local Linux machine (ubuntu), which is much slower than the virtual high
processor Azure machines used. The Azure machines are 32 gigabytes and maintain a 4
core processor. Theaters were also used for Azure, with the scalability being run with a
deployment script which generated everything using a loop rather than manually deploying
actors on each machine. Theaters helped with the deployment process because executing
everything in an actor generator uses far less memory than bringing up actor instances.
Without theaters, the server worker actor also keeps dying, becoming unable to receive all
of the needed messages. Lastly, overall less processing time was involved with Azure, as
the sleep latency time was less than that of the basic results run in ubuntu. Regardless,
those results still serve as a good comparison, as they do provide some good models of anal-
ysis. Lastly, results also consist of work split across 10 machines, which incur an additional
network latency overhead. Analysis of that as well is interesting to note.
5.2 SAMPLE EXAMPLES OF CHAT ANALYSIS
The overall process of coming up with analysis includes first creating graphs of basic runs
and then seeing the overall average as well as how much variability exists. This was first
done across a set of runs with 10 users and 10 messages. Cases that were also considered
for chat were placing questions at the end to see if it increased latency, and while it did not
have much of an overall impact, it did increase latency in some cases (for causal and single
glitch). The overall latencies presented in such graphs are much higher than the number
seen in scalability experiments for a similar combination because these were run with higher
sleep latencies, and the machines used were not great. Originally, higher sleep latencies were
used in order to test how much difference among layers existed. Later on, it was realized
that such differences could exist with lower sleep latencies as well, and higher sleep latencies
were slowing down the overall latencies too much, making it hard to get good results as well
as run experiments. Regardless, there is not too much variance in results, and there are
some interesting trends to be noticed. The next sections will go through the core results of
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the project.
5.3 SCALABILITY EXPERIMENTS FOR SINGLE MACHINE CHAT
The various combinations that were run were 10 users with 100 messages, 10 users with
1000 messages, 10 users with 10000 messages, 100 users with 10 messages, 100 users with
100 messages, 100 users with 1000 messages, 1000 users with 1 message, and 1000 users
with 10 messages. Everything was run over multiple runs and then averaged. These graphs
were divided into two categories, one with number of total messages a set parameter and the
number of users variable on the x-axis, and the other with the number of users fixed and the
number of messages variable on the x axis. Error bars are also produced for these various
combinations (displayed in tables immediately following the graph). The first set of graphs
focus on having a total number of messages, and change the number of users involved. All
of these runs are done with a sleep time of 2 ms when processing. The first combination
consists of the latency graph for 1000 total messages represented in figure 5.1. The second
combination, 10000 total messages, was represented in figure 5.3. The third combination,
100000 total messages was in figure 5.5. The next set of combinations keep the number of
users the same, and increases the number of messages to test how latency increases with
proportion to messages. The first of these has 10 users, represented in figure 5.7. The second
is 100 users in figure 5.9. The third is 1000 users in figure 5.11.
First analyzed is figure 5.1 with the individual values presented in table 5.2. With 1000
messages total, 10 users has an average of roughly 4 - 6 seconds, 100 users has an average
latency of around 20 - 25 seconds, and 1000 users has a much higher range of 160 - 260
seconds. Proportionally, the increase in latency from 10 to 100 users increases with a factor
of 5, but 100 to 1000 users has an increase in factor of closer to 8 - 10. This shows that
keeping messages constant does not guarantee a proportional increase with number of users.
It is also seen that the greater the number of users, the greater the overall increase in factor
of how much latency increases in general. Lastly, with regards to the consistency levels
themselves, the differences between them are noticeable even with 10 and 100 users, and
especially become apparent with 1000 users, with no consistency nearing 160 seconds, and
single glitch around 260 seconds, a full 100 seconds higher. One anomaly is that causal
consistency has a higher latency by a few seconds when 100 users exist.
The error bars also present cases of interest. However for these, only general trends will be
analyzed rather than an in depth case for latencies since these are not as important and have
more anomalies. With a 1000 total messages, the standard deviations are normal, increasing
with a number of users. The lines are also relatively close together, with the one exception
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Figure 5.1: Figure with 1000 total messages.
Figure 5.2: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 1000 Messages Total (Chat).
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Figure 5.3: Figure with 10000 total messages.
Figure 5.4: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 10000 Messages Total (Chat).
being single glitch for 1000 users. This is clearly an anomaly, as no logical trend is followed
here. This shows that that increases in standard deviation is not necessarily proportional,
and sometimes the differences in results may be larger than other times. While they gener-
ally get greater with number of users, for no consistency and FIFO, the latencies actually
decreased when the number of users was scaled up from 100 to 1000. The difference in con-
sistency levels does not seem to matter at all here, as there no correlation with increasing
consistency level and standard deviation.
The next figure analyzed is figure 5.3 and the respective table is in figure 5.4. With
10000 total messages, an overall similar trend can be seen with few differences. The range
of latencies for 10 users is between 30 - 45 seconds. For 100 users, this range is between 195
- 215 seconds, and for 1000 users, the range is between 2200 seconds to 4200 seconds. This
graph shows that with a higher number of total messages, the factor of increase in latency
is higher for each increase in number of users. The first increase is closer to a factor of 7
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Figure 5.5: Figure with 100000 total messages.
this time as opposed to 5 for last time, and the factor of increase for the second jump from
10 to 100 has a much higher overall factor range than the other increases, ranging between
11 to 19. This also shows the higher the number of users and total messages, the higher the
overall variability as well. The only anomaly that exists is that single glitch has a slightly
lower latency than causal with 100 users. The differences in latencies also become way more
apparent with the layers with increase in number of users, showing the higher the number
of users, the greater the impact of latencies.
The error bars for 10000 messages total have a more logical overall trend, with there being
a slight increase from 10 - 100 users, and a significantly larger one from 100 to 1000 users.
Sometimes, the trends will match what is expected, but at other times, it does not. Here, the
latency levels do seem to make a difference, with the ordering being proportional to latency
level with the exception of causal and single glitch for some part. From 100 to 1000 users,
the error seems to have a much wider gap between the first two and the last two layers. The
overall error range for this plot (0 - 80 seconds) being much higher than the range for the
other plot (0 - 3 seconds) does make sense, as the number of overall total messages is 10
times higher.
The next figure in this category of increasing total messages is figure 5.5, and the table is
in figure 5.6. Even greater variability is shown here. For 1000 users, the overall runtime for
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Figure 5.6: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 100000 Messages Total (Chat).
100000 was greater than 5 hours. Even with 10 users, already apparent latency differences
are noticed, much higher than what was present in the prior graphs with a range of 300 -
470 seconds. The range for 100 users is 2400 - 3900 seconds, indicating an overall factor
difference of 8 - 9. This is as expected since the total number of messages is greater here,
so the factor increases per increase in users is bound to be greater. As expected, latency
differences among layers are even more apparent higher up, though one factor of interest is
that the line for single glitch and causal consistency are almost parallel unlike in previous
graphs. No other anomalies exist here, but this indicates that the proportional increase of
causal is similar to that of single glitch and is slightly higher than what is expected. Overall,
the first set of 3 graphs keep the messages constant throughout and increase the number of
users. However, the significant latency increase with the number of users with each increase
(factor of 10) shows that users have a much stronger effect on scalability than number of
messages.
The error bars for 100000 messages total does make sense, with the range being twice as
much as for the previous graph. However, it is surprising that this 10-fold increase did not
result in a proportionally higher latency, showing no direct connection necessarily exists.
The increase from 10 to 100 makes sense, as well as the difference in the layers. The one
huge anomaly is single glitch, with it having an error of close to 0 seconds. This shows that
sometimes, results would come very close to each other despite handling a large number of
messages.
The graphs where the number of messages is the increasing factor will be slightly different,
as here, the number of messages is not constant everywhere. This leads to a different kind of
results since here, how much number of messages has an influence on the latency is analyzed
without observing the influence of users. First analyzed is figure 5.7. The table of values
is in figure 5.8. The range for 100 messages here is 4 - 7 seconds, 30 - 45 seconds for 1000
messages, and 300 - 470 seconds for 10000 messages. The factor of increase in scale from
100 - 1000 messages is 6 - 7 on average, and from 1000 - 10000, it is around 10 seconds.
This is similar to the set of previous graphs described where the factor becomes higher the
higher things are scaled up. This shows that when the total number of messages gets scaled
further, that rule also holds even when the number of users does not have an impact. The
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Figure 5.7: Figure with 10 total users.
Figure 5.8: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 10 Users (Chat).
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Figure 5.9: Figure with 100 total users.
Figure 5.10: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 100 Users (Chat).
difference in consistency levels is always noticeable. The one anomaly that exists is that
here, the FIFO and causal lines are very close to each other throughout, whereas the spacing
between other lines is more similar to usual.
With the 10 users graph, the overall error bar trend noticed with increases from 1000
to 10000 messages makes sense. However, no error relation exists between the different
consistency layers. It is also interesting to note that the lines for FIFO and single glitch are
almost parallel. The change of 4 seconds is also relatively short, especially considering there
are up to 100000 messages.
The next graph analyzed is figure 5.9 with the table of values in figure 5.10. The overall
range for 10 messages is 20 - 25 seconds, 195 - 210 seconds for 100 messages, 2400 - 4000
seconds for 1000 users. The increase in factor here is around 9 for 10 - 100, and 12 - 19 from
100 - 1000. This is similar to the previous set of graphs where the higher the numbers looked
at, the greater the increase in factor. Having more overall users clearly influences the factor
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Figure 5.11: Figure with 1000 total users.
Figure 5.12: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 1000 Users (Chat).
level, as these factors are higher than that for the previous graph. The other thing to notice
is that the messages start at a lower number, so comparing the same number of messages
with the previous graphs, the factor of difference would be even greater. The consistency
levels also have a good level of difference here, but one interesting anomaly exists. While not
parallel, the lines for single glitch and causal are extremely close to each other, indicating
causal is higher here than normal. Elsewhere, the differences in latencies are roughly the
same as usual.
The range for 100 users is 160 seconds with regards to the errors, vastly greater than the
range for the previous graph. Single glitch again has a really close error to 0 despite there
being so many messages and users. The rest of the lines make sense, with there being a mild
increase between 10 - 100, and a much larger one between 100 - 1000.
The final graph here is figure 5.11, with the table of values represented in figure 5.12,
and this contains 1 and 10 messages. 100 messages takes over 5 hours again. There is
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decent range even with 1 message, ranging from 160 - 260 seconds. With 10 messages, the
range is 2200 - 4300 seconds. The factor of increase is around 12 - 17 here, which is even
considerably greater than the previous graph. This just further reinforces the point made
by analysis of previous graphs, as more messages would mean even higher factors of latency
increases. The difference in latencies among consistency levels is apparent again, and no
apparent anomalies exist. A brief analysis of how scaling by users keeping the number of
messages constant works will be done here, though the 10 machine section will go more in
depth on this. For example with 100 messages per user, the factor of increase between 10 -
100 users is around 40, which is much more than any factor caused by increase in number of
messages. From 100 - 1000 users, the increase is even much greater, going from 3 minutes to
over 5 hours. This is again reflective of how when the numbers become higher, the factors
of difference become greater as well, and this is also applied to the number of users. When
the number of messages is 1000 per user, the factor of increase when increasing number of
users from 10 - 100 is around 100. This is much higher than 40, showing that as expected,
having the number of messages per user higher increases this factor even more. Lastly, for 10
messages per user, the factor is again 100. However, this is because the number of users here
goes from 100 - 1000, not 10 - 100. This is the same as the previous factor even though the
number of messages is far less. This just shows how much of a stronger impact the number
of users has over the number of messages, since the user factor was scaled by 10 here.
Lastly, with the 1000 users error bars, the line shapes are overall interesting. There is a
larger difference in error considering there are just two message values, 1 and 10. The range
is also slightly smaller than the previous graph, but that makes sense since there are only
two message values instead of 3. Overall, some trends exist, but unlike for latencies, errors
do not have any specific trends that need to be followed since some of this depends on how
the run goes.
5.4 SCALABILITY EXPERIMENTS FOR 10 MACHINE CHAT
This section focuses on results gotten from 10 machines. The purpose of this is to analyze
how latency increases with more users as well as identify how overall network latencies
function. This is distributed, whereas all the results before were for a single machine. The
network latency is one of the main aspects of these results. The error graphs also will be
present here. The main results are analyzing latency increases with increasing number of
users from 20 - 100 (20, 50, and 100), which is represented in figure 5.13. The next set of
results are keeping the number of users constant at 100, while changing the total number of
messages from 10 - 100. this is present in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.13: Figure with increasing number of users.
Figure 5.14: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 10 Machine Increasing Users
(Chat).
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The first graph analyzed will be figures 5.13 and 5.14. The overall range here is from 45
- 570 seconds. Since the proportional increase in the number of users is not as great as that
presented in the single machine section, the differences will not be as great. The number
of messages per user is 100. The factor of increase from 20 - 50 is close to 2.5, which is
the same as the fractional difference between 20 and 50. The difference between 50 - 100
is closer to a factor of 2.5 - 3, which makes sense, as that is reflective of the findings in
the previous section that as the numbers go higher, so do the factors. Since the number of
messages is also lower than in some of the previous cases, there is less overall increase in
latency as the users increase. Between the individual consistency levels, there is noticeable
difference. Two anomalies exist however, as firstly, FIFO and no consistency converge at
100 users, and secondly, the slope of these two is somewhat lower than expected, with single
glitch and causal consistency following a normal trend. With 10 machines as well, the error
bars do not necessarily follow any specific trends. In general with the increase in the number
of users, there is an increase in error with higher number of users, and that does make sense.
FIFO however actually has a smaller error present with 100 users, an anomaly. There is once
again no clear relationship between the consistency layers and the error they have, showing
that this relationship is arbitrary and does not really exist. Lastly, the overall range of 0
- 14 seconds does make sense and is actually quite low. The error bars again reflect these
values divided by the square root of the number of runs (10), and they are indeed quite low.
The second graph looked at is figures 5.15 and 5.16. Here, the number of users is kept
constant at 100. The latency differences between the levels is noticeable even at 10 messages,
with the values ranging from 20 - 40 seconds. They range from 255 - 525 seconds at 100
messages. Increasing the number of messages by a factor of 10 increases the overall factor by
10 - 12. In comparison to the graphs presented in the prior section, this does make sense, as
the number of users here is 100, which is a sizeable amount. Overall, the consistency levels
results are normal, with the main anomaly being that FIFO and no consistency having
almost the same latency values, and not increasing in factor as much as both causal and
single glitch. With the message error bars, represented in table 5.16, the range is actually
exactly the same, which makes sense since the maximum combination is 100 users with 100
messages again. The slopes of FIFO and single glitch are similar to each other and much
smaller than the slope of causal and no consistency. An increase in error is present for all
layers between 10 - 100 messages, but that increase is much smaller for FIFO and single
glitch. These graphs, similar to those in the first section, have once again shown that no
necessary rules exist with regards to error plots, and that having 10 machines does not make
any exception to this rule.
The main purpose of this section is to determine how much overhead increasing the number
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Figure 5.15: Figure with increasing number of messages.
Figure 5.16: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 10 Machine Increasing
Messages (Chat).
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of machines causes. To do that, the 10x100 and 100x100 values are compared to those taken
in the first section, and conclusions will be formed from that. For no consistency, both
values are almost the same, at around 22 seconds. However, on the single machine side,
the values stay roughly similar and do not go above 26 seconds. Here, the values range up
to 41 seconds. Similarly for 100 messages, the values range from 255 to 525 seconds, as
opposed to 195 to 210 seconds. When there are 100 users with 10 messages, the average
latency is of a factor of 1.5 times greater than the same with one machine. There is also
lot more difference among the overall consistency levels. When the number of messages is
increased to 100, that factor changes to 1.9 - 2. This shows that the network latency indeed
does exist and slow down the overall latency by some factor. This latency also causes wider
gaps the higher up the consistency level, shown by single glitch having the highest latency
and no consistency the lowest and closer to the single machine latency. As expected, with
a greater number of messages, the network latency factors in more, as can be seen with the
overall factor increase. The combination of 100 users with 100 messages is still relatively low
compared to some combinations witnessed in the first part, and with combinations that lead
to a greater number of total messages, the network latency would have even greater effect.
5.5 LATENCY OPTIMIZATIONS FOR CHAT
Various means were used to improve the overall latency. Two of these means included using
theaters with actors as temporary storage with the scalability scripts, and this allowed for
faster creation than prior means of manually creating all of the users. The other huge speed
up was using faster machines that involved more cores, therefore increasing both parallelism
as well as computing power. While both of these latency increases were interesting, they do
not provide for much in terms of analysis. The third improvement, which was reducing the
overall processing time from 200 milliseconds to 2 milliseconds, was crucial with improving
the latency as that reduced overall performance time. This is important as well because
this would help with providing latency estimates for other operations that would be more
time consuming. 2 milliseconds was used so that some processing time would exist at least,
leading to differences in latency levels. The basic operations involved from the applications
by themselves did not take too much time.
The first figure presented in figures 5.17 and 5.18, describes a case scenario where 10 users
exist, and each send 100 messages. The latencies are increased from 20 ms to 150 ms, and
provide for interesting results. The overall latencies range from 20 seconds to 140 seconds,
showing a roughly proportional increase in latency based on the sleep latency provided. For
20 ms, the range is 19 - 22 seconds, for 50 ms, it is 46 - 50 seconds, for 100 ms, it is 92 - 95
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Figure 5.17: 10x100 figure with increasing sleep latencies.
Figure 5.18: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for Increasing Sleep with 10
users and 100 messages (Chat).
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Figure 5.19: 100x100 figure with increasing sleep latencies.
seconds, and lastly for 150 ms, it is 137 - 140 seconds. The increase from 20 - 50 ms was
2.5, 2 from 50 - 100 ms, and 1.5 from 100 - 150 ms. The one anomaly that exists with this
is the time for 20 ms is only 4 times greater than the time for 2 ms (5 seconds) instead of
10 times greater. This shows that after a certain point (5 ms), decreasing the processing
sleep time does not impact results further and there are some internal processes that take
that long to complete. The latency lines are overall very close to each other and follow a
similar slope. This reflects on the small latency differences between all of the layers, though
the latency does increase consistently. This shows that the overall sleep latency does not
impact latency differences between layers much, and that is mainly based on the number of
users and number of messages. As seen in previous sections, increasing those numbers does
cause much bigger differences in latencies among the layers. The overall error bar values
are all below 150 ms, indicating that the error for these results is not very high. There is
general increase from no consistency to causal, but single glitch is lower than them almost
always. As the sleep latency increases, the errors do get slightly higher, though once again,
no specific trend is followed. This figure once again reflects on the lack of any specific trends
for errors and illustrates the preciseness of runs taken with few users and messages.
The next set of results presented in this section is illustrated in figures 5.19 and 5.20.
The range of sleep latencies is the same here, but now 100 users and 100 messages is the
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Figure 5.20: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for Increasing Sleep with 100
users and 100 messages (Chat).
new combination. The overall latency range is 258 seconds to 2358 seconds. For 20 ms, the
range is 258 - 306 seconds, for 50 ms, it is 692 - 736 seconds, for 100 ms, it is 1392 - 1511
seconds, and for 150 ms, it is 2250 - 2360 seconds. The increase in overall latency is roughly
proportional again, but the increase is slightly greater than the exact proportion, whereas
with the previous figure it was around the same. From 20 - 50 ms, the increase is around
2.6 - 2.7, from 50 - 100 ms, it is 2.1 - 2.2, and lastly from 100 - 150 ms, it is 1.6 - 1.7. This
shows that when more users are involved, the latency increase with processing time will be
somewhat more, reflecting on the overall influence that users have. Another huge difference
to notice is that the 20 ms sleep processing time is only 50 - 100 ms greater than the 2 ms
sleep, illustrating that when the number of users is greater, the overall process overhead is
greater and the sleep delay matters less. The sleep processing time would plateau around
15 ms here. As expected, there is an overall greater difference present across the various
layers since the number of users is higher. Since the difference is also greater the higher
the sleep latency, this shows that with enough number of users, increases with higher sleep
latencies can be noticed. There is variability across lines too unlike the previous graph. The
one anomaly is that no consistency and FIFO converge with 150 ms. The overall error bar
range varies from 0.6 - 20.5 seconds, following the general expected trends. However, single
glitch is lower than expected, once again reflecting on the rule that no specific trends exist
for errors. There is more variability with the errors as well. Lastly, some general trends are
noticed here as well, such as increases from no consistency to causal consistency.
5.6 SCALABILITY EXPERIMENTS FOR SINGLE MACHINE TASK
The overall experiments conducted for the task application are the same as those for chat,
and the final graphs along with their analysis will be listed below. Since the main focus of
this section is to understand the differences between chat and task, the individual figures
will not be delved into depth as much since the main trends are the same as those for chat.
The first figure that will be analyzed is figure 5.21 along with the table in figure 5.22,
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Figure 5.21: Figure with 1000 total messages for Task.
Figure 5.22: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 1000 Messages Total (Task).
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Figure 5.23: Figure with 10000 total messages for Task.
Figure 5.24: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 10000 Messages Total (Task).
which presents the case where the total number of messages is 1000. The range of values
for 10 users is 5 - 7 seconds, 21 - 28 seconds for 100 users, and 213 - 286 seconds for 1000
users. Similar to chat, the increase in latency is around 4 from 10 to 100 users keeping the
total number of messages constant, and this value increases to 10 from 100 to 1000 users.
This is normal since with greater number of users, there is more overhead and scalability
widens the latency increases. There is decent latency difference as expected across all of the
layers, and while all of the lines are as expected, one anomaly is that the FIFO and Causal
lines are very close to each other. No Consistency is also well lower than the other layers.
The overall range of errors is from 100 milliseconds to 2300 milliseconds. Some of the trends
make sense in that with increasing the number of users, the overall error bar value does
increase, but again, no specific trend is followed as Causal and Single glitch errors are lower
than no consistency and FIFO in some cases.
The next figure analyzed is the 10000 messages figure represented in figure 5.3 along with
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Figure 5.25: Figure with 100000 total messages for Task.
Figure 5.26: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 100000 Messages Total
(Task).
5.26. The range of latencies for 10 users with 10000 messages is 31 to 50 seconds. This value
is 219 to 258 seconds for 100 users and 2777 to 4233 seconds for 1000 users. The increase in
latency is of a factor of 5 to 6 between 10 - 100 users, and 12 to 15 between 100 - 1000 users.
This is normal since the overall number of users is higher, and compared to the previous
graph, since the total number of messages is more, higher increases will be noticed earlier
on itself, similar to chat. One anomaly is that single glitch is much higher than the other
values at 1000 users and 10 users, while at 100 users, it is overall more similar. The notice
in wider differences with more users illustrates that an overall larger overhead causes wider
differences in general. The overall error bar range is 50 milliseconds to 25000 milliseconds.
The trends noticed with increases are as expected, but some anomalies exist. For example,
the difference in errors on average between 100 to 1000 users is a lot, as until 100 users, all
errors are up to 1 second, but there is an average of 25 seconds for 1000 users.
The next figure analyzed is figure 5.5 along with figure 5.26, which describes the scenario
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Figure 5.27: Figure with 10 users for Task.
Figure 5.28: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 10 Users (Task).
with 100000 total messages. The range of latencies for 10 users is 317 to 518 seconds, and
the range for 100 users is 3115 to 4459 seconds. This is an increase by a factor of 9 from
10 - 100 users, and such a value is expected since the total number of messages is higher
and users have a lot more factor in determining latencies than messages do. With 1000
users, this range would be even much higher as well as the differences among the layers as
well as the factors of increase present. The one anomaly here with the results is that single
glitch again has a noticeably higher latency range throughout compared to the other layers.
Interestingly, the difference is not as high as in the previous graph despite there being more
messages. However, that could be due to having only 100 users and not a 1000 measured.
Most of the error bar values are between 500 to 4000 milliseconds, but the one exception is
single glitch for 100 users, which has a value of 60 seconds. This is indicative of some errors
being random due to variability of experiments.
The next set of graphs will focus on keeping the number of users constant while increasing
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Figure 5.29: Figure with 100 users for Task.
the number of messages per user. The first graph analyzed is figure 5.27 along with 5.28,
which focuses on 10 users while increasing the number of messages from 100 to 10000. The
range for 100 messages is 5 - 7 seconds. For 1000 messages it is 31 to 50 seconds, and for
10000 messages, the range is 317 to 518 seconds. There is an increase with a factor of 6
- 7 from 100 to 1000 messages, and a factor of around 10 from 1000 to 10000 messages.
Compared to the overall user increase differences, the factors of increase are slightly less
despite the total number of messages increasing by a factor of 10 with each increase. This
is again reflective of how much stronger of an influence users have over the task messages
that are sent. The latency differences are again normal, with the main anomaly being that
FIFO and Causal are very close to each other, and single glitch is much higher than other
layers. The error bar values, are all very close to each other, with the overall range being
100 - 2000 milliseconds. This indicates that in some cases, the error bar values can also be
very good even with higher experimental values. There are again no conclusive trends about
the errors.
The next figure analyzed is figure 5.9 along with figure 5.30, which focuses on 100 total
users. The message range is 10 to 1000 messages per user. The range for 10 messages
is 21 to 28 seconds. For 100 messages, this range value is 219 to 259 seconds, and for
1000 messages, this range is 3115 to 4459 seconds. The factor of increase between 10 to
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Figure 5.30: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 100 Users (Task).
Figure 5.31: Figure with 1000 users for Task.
100 messages is around 10, and that same increase is 15 to 20 from 100 to 1000. With a
higher number of users, it can again be seen that the message factors are higher. With
total number of messages too, it can be seen that there is a higher increase with more
total number of messages. That makes sense since messages themselves add some overhead,
especially processing of tasks. There are no apparent anomalies with the latency trends, and
all of the layers have good latency differences between them. The error bars range from 200
milliseconds to 60000 milliseconds. The factor of increase from 100 to 1000 messages is very
high, indicating an anomaly. The error value for single glitch with 1000 users is much higher
at 60 seconds.
The next figure analyzed is figure 5.31 along with figure 5.32, which focuses on 1000 total
users. The range of messages per user is 1 to 10 here. The range of latencies for 1 user is
213 to 287 seconds, and for 10 seconds, this range is 2777 seconds to 4233 seconds. The
overall increase in latency ranges from 12 to 17. This once again illustrates the overall
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Figure 5.32: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 1000 Users (Task).
Figure 5.33: Figure with 10 machines user increase.
influence that users maintain on the total latencies. When more users are involved, there
also exists more variability in latencies as well as the factor of increase. The main anomaly
in results is that single glitch is much higher than the other layers for 10 messages per user.
Surprisingly, no such increase is noticed for 1 message per user, indicating the reason for
the wide variability of factors of increase. The error bar values range from 2 seconds to 25
seconds and have an overall proper distribution of values. This indicates that despite single
glitch having variability, its error bar does not necessarily have to have such a variance.
5.7 SCALABILITY EXPERIMENTS FOR 10 MACHINE TASK
The experiments for 10 machines are also the same, and the graphs with their explanations
will be listed below. Once again, only a surface level of analysis will be done on these graphs
since the trends are similar to chat as with one machine.
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Figure 5.34: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 10 Machine Increasing Users
(Task).
The next figure analyzed is figure 5.33 along with 5.34, which increases the range of users
from 20 to 100. The range of values are 20, 50, and 100 users. The range of values for 20
users is 12 to 30 second. For 50 users, this range is 58 to 112 seconds, and for 100 users,
the range is 297 to 455 seconds. The increase between 20 users to 50 users is around 4, and
the increase from 50 to 100 is by 4 - 6. This is interesting, since The range of increase is
somewhat closer in the second half from 50 to 100 as the first half from 20 to 50. Normally,
it would be expected that the second half would have a much higher factor of increase due
to the existence of more users as well as a wider range of users. This shows that in some
cases, the normal trend does get broken, though this happens much less with the latency
trends than with the error bar trends. The one main anomaly here is that single glitch has
much higher values than the rest, and this is even more apparent than that noticed for the
single machine graphs. Even at 20 and 50 users, the notice is really apparent, and this is a
difference from the single machine graphs where such differences where noticed much higher
up in general. The error bars, while having some variability, are overall good and range from
1 to 3 seconds. This shows that despite the single glitch values being much higher, it does
not have to have a much higher error bar value. This shows that accuracy of results and
overall consistency layer tested are independent.
5.35 (along with the table in 5.36), is the final figure that is analyzed, and this focuses on
keeping the users constant at 100 and increasing the messages from 10 to 100. The range
for 10 messages is 22 to 40 seconds, and the range for 100 messages is 300 to 455 seconds.
The overall factor of increase between these two levels is 11 - 12. Just like in chat, there
is a much higher difference noticeable here compared to the single machine runs with the
same combinations. There is also a much wider difference in layers than present with one
machine. This is again indicative of how multiple machines does cause a widening of the
layers, especially single glitch, and also causes the overall average latency across the layer
to be considerably higher than the single machine average. There is good latency difference
between no consistency, FIFO, and causal, but single glitch once again has a much higher
latency, even with 10 messages. The difference between single glitch here is around the same
as in the previous graph. The overall error range is from 15 milliseconds to 3000 milliseconds,
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Figure 5.35: Figure with 10 machines message increase.
Figure 5.36: Latency in ms (Mean and Standard Deviation) for 10 Machine Increasing
Messages (Task).
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and there is once again no specific error trend followed here. There is decent error increase
from 10 messages to 100 messages, but single glitch for 100 messages is lower than other
layers despite having an overall higher threshold.
5.8 COMPARISON OF CHAT AND TASK TRENDS
This section will compare the range of latency values across all the graphs for chat and task,
as well as note the factors of increase. Any reasoning for these differences will be presented
in the conclusions section. The graphs will individually be covered across all three categories
(increasing total number of messages, increasing total users, and 10 machine results).
The first category of results that will be compared is the total number of messages increase.
The first set of graphs have the total number of messages constant at 1000. For chat the
ranges are 4 - 7 seconds for 10 users, 21 to 26 seconds for 100 users, and 164 to 261 seconds
for 1000 users. The respective factors of increase are 4 - 5 for 10 to 100 users and 8 - 10
for 100 to 1000 users. For task, the ranges are 5 - 8 seconds for 10 users, 21 - 28 seconds
for 100 users, and 213 - 287 seconds for 1000 users. The factors of increase are 4 - 5 for 10
to 100 and 10 for 100 to 1000 users. The overall ranges of latencies and factors of increase
are approximately the same, but for task they are slightly higher. This is especially noticed
for 1000 users, indicating that differences across chat and task may be higher with larger
number of users. The second set of graphs have the total number of messages constant at
10000. For chat, the overall ranges are 29 - 45 seconds for 10 users, 195 - 211 seconds for
100 users, and 2187 - 4289 seconds for 1000 users. The factors of increase are 5 - 6 for 10 to
100 users and 11 - 20 for 1000 users. For task, the respective ranges are 31 - 50 seconds for
10 users, 219 - 258 seconds for 100 users, and 2777 - 4233 seconds for 1000 users. the factors
of increase here are 5 - 7 for 10 to 100 and 12 to 17 for 100 to 1000. The latency ranges are
again approximately the same as well as the factors of increases. Below 1000 users, the task
latencies are higher, but for single glitch, chat has a slightly higher latency for 1000 users
than task does, causing an overall wider range of factor of increase for 100 to 1000 users,
although task has the wider and higher range for 10 to 100 users. The last case analyzed
in this category is having the total number of messages constant at 100000. For chat, the
ranges are 296 - 366 seconds for 10 users and 2393 - 3908 seconds for 100 users. The factor
of increase from 10 to 100 users is 8 - 11. For task, the ranges are 317 - 518 seconds for 10
users and 3115 - 4459 seconds for 100 users. the factor of increase from 10 to 100 users is
9 - 10. The overall latency values are clearly higher for task than for chat, but the factor
of increase has a wider range for chat than task. The highest factor increase is also slightly
higher (11 compared to 10). This follows the general trends that task’s values are always
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somewhat higher than chat’s values, but that does not necessarily have any implication on
what the factors of increase should be and how wide that range is.
The next category of results focuses on increasing the number of users. The first set of
graphs have the number of users at 10. For chat, the range of values are 4 - 7 seconds for
100 messages, 29 - 45 seconds for 1000 messages, and 296 - 466 seconds for 10000 messages.
The factors of increase are around 7 for 100 to 1000 messages and 10 for 1000 to 10000
messages. For task, the range of values are 5 - 8 seconds for 100 messages, 31 - 50 seconds
for 1000 messages, and 317 - 518 seconds for 10000 messages. The factors of increase here
are around 6 for 100 to 1000 messages and 10 for 1000 to 10000 messages. As usual, task
has slightly higher overall latencies. The factors of increase are the same for 1000 to 10000
messages, and task’s factor of increase is slightly higher for 100 to 1000 messages. The next
set of graphs analyzed has the total number of users at 100. The range of values for chat are
21 - 26 seconds for 10 messages, 195 - 210 seconds for 100 messages, and 2393 - 3908 seconds
for 1000 messages. The factors of increase are 8 - 10 for 10 to 100 messages and 12 - 19 for
100 to 1000 messages. For task, the range of values are 21 - 28 seconds for 10 messages,
219 - 258 seconds for 100 messages, and 3115 - 4459 seconds for 1000 messages. The factors
of increase here are 9 - 10 for 10 to 100 messages and 14 - 17 for 100 to 1000 messages.
As usual, task has the overall higher latencies as well as range of latencies in general. The
factor of increase for task is higher for 10 to 100 messages, but chat has a wider range. For
100 to 1000 messages, chat has a much wider range as well as a higher factor of increase. In
general, it is noted that chat’s overall factors of increase are slightly higher than task’s when
scaled higher up. The last set of graphs analyzed are the case where the number of users is
1000. The range of values for chat are 164 - 261 seconds for 1 user and 2187 - 4289 seconds
for 10 users. The factor of increase range is 13 - 16. For task, the range of values are 213
- 286 seconds for 1 user and 2777 - 4233 seconds for 10 users. The factor of increase is 13
- 15. As usual, task’s latencies are higher as well as the overall range of values. The factor
of range increase is again slightly higher for chat, but in this case, the single glitch value for
chat with 10 messages is slightly higher than task’s value.
The final category of results consists of the 10 machine results. The first set of graphs
analyzed will be the case where the number of users increases with the number of messages
per user being 100. The range of values for chat are 39 - 48 seconds for 20 users, 101 -
151 seconds for 50 users, and 255 - 523 seconds for 100 users. The factors of increase are
2.5 - 3 for 20 to 50 users and 2.5 - 3.5 for 50 to 100 users. The range of values for task
are 12 - 30 seconds for 20 users, 58 - 112 seconds for 50 users, and 297 - 455 seconds for
100 users. The factors of increase for task are 4 - 5 for 20 to 50 users and 4 - 5 for 50 to
100 users. In this case, the opposite scenario of what usually occurs has happened, where
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chat’s overall latencies are higher, but factors of increase are lower. The next set of graphs
analyzed present the case where the number of messages is increased from 10 to 100. For
chat, the range of values are 21 - 41 seconds for 10 messages and 255 - 523 seconds for 100
messages. The factor of increase range here is 12 - 13. For task, the range of values are 22 -
39 seconds for 10 messages and 297 - 455 seconds for 100 messages. The factor of increase
range here is 12 - 13. This is one of the few instances where the factor of increase ranges
have the same value. The latencies are still higher for chat than task, though not as much
as for the previous graph.
Overall, the latencies for task are noticeably higher than for chat with the exception of 10
machine results. The factor of increases in general are slightly higher for chat and have a
wider range than for task, though there seems to be no explicit rule to illustrate this, as task
still did have overall wider range of latency values. Reasons for this will be illustrated in the
next section. This concludes the overall results section, and the next section will focus on
analysis of reasons as to why these results are what they are.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION DRAWN FROM RESULTS
6.1 OVERVIEW
Both chat and task application have interesting results that provide implications for dis-
tributed programming as well as various consistency levels. The results of this paper have
implications for event driven programming. From the conclusions drawn in the previous
section, various findings exist, as well as reasons for those findings. These would help with
future such experiments, and serve as motivations and guides for other similar projects. In
all cases, the overall latency results are as one would expect. The stricter the consistency
requirement, the longer the latency. Moreover, as scaling happens, the costs are increased.
6.2 ANALYSIS OF OVERALL LATENCY BETWEEN DIFFERENT LAYERS
Within chat, a good amount of latency differences were noticed among the different layers.
The reason for these differences is that the higher up the consistency levels went, more
constraints were added. The 4 core processors used involved a lot of parallelism. Since with
no consistency, no constraints exist, the processor is free to use as much parallelism across
users as is possible, and that speeds up the program quite a bit. Parallelism is always done
across users, with multiple users handling the necessary messages at the same time. With
FIFO, a good amount of restriction is added, and whenever messages are received out of
order, users have to wait until the message is again in proper order. Multiple users would
have to wait sometimes, and this overall reduces parallelism since the waiting stops some
processes from running in parallel. As a result, the latency becomes slower. Similarly, causal
consistency adds in further restrictions, with users having to wait if a question comes out
of order, and this happens a decent amount. Lastly, single glitch is the most restrictive,
and a lot of parallelism is killed since all users have to process everything at once. Due to
that, the latency of single glitch is generally the lowest. Sometimes, causal could be faster if
less waiting on a question is involved, and this does happen sometimes when the questions
always come in proper order. Sometimes, variability does exist in results, and this could
be due to less waiting required overall, or small errors in runtime conditions that cause a
process to be faster sometimes than others, resulting in minor differences from the norm.
With regards to the task application, the latency differences are roughly similar to the chat
application. Decent difference between the layers noticeably exists, but one difference is that
there are cases when single glitch has a much higher latency than any of the other layers.
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Even in chat, single glitch often had a more noticeable jump with some exceptions, but
that happens even more with task and with much higher differences. The main explanation
for this is that the users here have more overhead than in chat because they handle more
operations and also contain tasks. Tasks are more involved than messages and contain more
features, so this additional overhead causes further slowing when parallelism is restricted
more. Single glitch has parallelism restricted the most out of all the layers, hence the largest
latency. This becomes even more apparent with 10 machines when the additional network
latency is added and the parallelism is even further restricted with more machines, resulting
in the extreme latency differences noticed in the two graphs for single glitch.
6.3 ANALYSIS OF LATENCY INCREASES WITH SCALABILITY
With regards to chat, the general trends conclude that users have a much larger effect on
latency than messages do. This is because users are based on using Remote actors/Universal
actors, where the cost of serialization becomes heavy. Since users are heavy objects with
a lot of variables and operations, adding more users occupies more memory in the Server
instance that is running. Another important difference is that when a message is sent to
a speaker, it enters in a background queue, and this is asynchronous. Sending messages
to individual users however is not, so increasing the number of users messaged adds a lot
of additional overhead latency. When this number becomes larger for both messages and
number of users, as seen in the previous chapter, the factor increase is not proportional.
The overhead becomes larger and larger with greater numbers, so the extra space used slows
the latency down even further. With task, the overall trends noticed are approximately the
same and the reasons the same as well. Any differences that exist will be analyzed in the
differences between chat and task section.
6.4 ANALYSIS OF 10 MACHINE RESULTS
With chat, the overall parallelism gets affected with a greater number of machines. With
no consistency, the parallelism is smooth since no constraints are there to affect it. That is
why the network latency does not have much of an effect here and only begins to show with
100 users and 100 messages. With the other layers, the stalling effects cause the latency from
the network to be higher as well. While waiting on messages to arrive in proper order, the
network overhead also gains more significance, and thus widens the gap across consistency
levels. This becomes more and more apparent with a higher number of users and total
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messages, causing lot more overhead. Once again, the task trends are the same along with
the reasons for them. Differences will be analyzed in the next section.
6.5 ANALYSIS OF TASK AND CHAT DIFFERENCES
The overall higher latencies present with task are due to the overhead involved with
sending a task message over a chat message. Tasks are larger objects than Strings, since
they consist of a string message, a username, as well as a task name. They also have
more operations associated with them. When the number of users gets scaled up especially,
these differences become more apparent. However, one exception is the case of 10 machines.
With 10 machines, there might have been variability in conditions that caused chat to have a
slightly higher latency than task. Task did also have a wider range of values, and that makes
sense since due to the overall overhead added by a task, parallelism would be impacted more.
There is also no necessary relationship explaining the latency and overall factor of increase,
but in general, the factors of increase are around the same ballpark value even if slightly
different.
6.6 BRIEF ANALYSIS OF LATENCY OPTIMIZATIONS
The case study did present some interesting results, lot of which can be explained by the
user overhead illustrated in prior sections. With a greater number of users, more overhead
is involved in sending messages, and that overhead takes over the processing time involved.
As a result, sleep latency matters less at lower levels with more users. However, higher sleep
latencies do affect parallelism more with more users, and as a result, more variability exists
among the different consistency levels.
6.7 BRIEF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF OBSERVATIONS
With errors, there are no specific trends that exist. The general trend that exists that
the higher number of total messages leads to higher errors makes sense as more variability
would exist then. However, lot of variables in runtime conditions exist, CPU speed being
a part of one of them. That is why in some instances, runs are very accurate and precise
despite there being a greater number of messages, breaking that overall rule. That is also
why no specific rule across different consistency layers exists.
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6.8 OVERALL ANALYSIS OF LAYERS AND IMPLICATIONS
Overall, it is concluded that the layers do have noticeable latency differences between them
with single glitch having the highest difference compared to any of the previous layers. All of
these layers are useful and serve some purpose with the distributed applications presented in
this paper. Based on the trends that follow, it can be estimated that the difference between
single glitch and complete glitch would not be as noticeable as that between causal and
single glitch. This is due to complete glitch not adding a massive layer of restriction since
the restrictions are across how individual users receive information. However, the difference
between complete glitch and atomicity would be very high. Atomicity makes parallelism
almost nonexistent on the receiving end, since everything received is processed at the same
time. Analysis of layers could be done with distributed applications that do not have a
server-client architecture present too, and it would be interesting to note how they perform
there. All of these layers present useful cases for all sorts of applications, and eventually,
once enough projects are done, machine learning could be used to estimate latencies for
layers without actually implementing the project itself.
6.9 IMPLICATIONS FOR EVENT DRIVEN PROGRAMMING
This project has good implications for event driven programming. This would eventually
become part of a model that can create such distributed applications on its own given a set
of parameters from an event model. All parts of this application fit in perfectly in order
to create such a model. The main program itself would be part of a model, and then the
latencies could also be predicted and presented to the user. This matters a lot because the
user does not have to manually calculate latencies or implement an application. The user can
decide on restrictions and let the entire system handle all of the back-end work. This would
reduce time drastically and can be vastly expanded upon to multiple types of distributed
projects as well as larger ones.
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CHAPTER 7: FUTURE WORK
7.1 OVERVIEW
Future work includes expanding this project as well using aspects of actors that have not
been included. Some of these expansions involve completing the event driven programming
model as well for this type of project. Other consistency levels exist as well, and those layers
could also be presented for analysis.
7.2 EXPANSION OF PROJECT
Expanding this project consists of creating a user interface system, which communicates
with the users as to what type of consistency layer they would want and which application
they would wish to use or have implemented. The users would present their consistency
layer requirements for a certain application, and then the overall latency averages for each
layer would be displayed. Lastly, the user would decide what layer he/she would want imple-
mented. More such server client architecture based applications could also be implemented,
as well as applications of other types such as aggregation. Once enough such applications
are implemented, a full event model based protocol can be created that would take in the
application a user wants implemented along with various specifications, and then manually
implement the application. Once enough analysis of layers in all of those applications is
performed, a generic consistency model that would output specific latencies given a certain
project description could also be created. For that, lot more analysis would need to be done.
Projects can be categorized by distributed topic as well. One other extension of this project
is to implement the two layers presented in [22] that were not completely implemented,
and they are complete glitch freedom and atomicity. Performing analysis of these two lay-
ers as well as finding use cases for these would be interesting and relevant to distributed
programming.
7.3 CONCEPTUAL EXPANSIONS AND OTHER TOPICS
Other conceptual expansions for the project also exist, and these may pertain to other new
works that could also be completed. One aspect is that not all aspects of the actor model
were used and analyzed within this project. Some aspects are mentioned in the SALSA
programming language tutorial [13]. These include aspects such as applications where actors
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become disconnected, actors need to be part of garbage collection, and reconfiguration is
a component. This overall helps provide a more comprehensive view and understanding of
the actor model and also creates more widespread uses of the main application within this
project. Applications could be more dynamic as well, and some ideas for this are presented
in [17]. Lastly, other consistency levels with slightly different conceptual ideas are presented
in [25], and these could be implemented and compared with the layers implemented in this
paper for comparison and analysis. This overall concludes this section as well as this paper.
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